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Abstract 
 
 
All elements of human well-being are ultimately dependent upon a natural environment 
which provides access to sufficient food and water, promotes both mental and physical 
health, and ultimately, permits life itself. In seeking the universal achievement of these 
goods, international human rights law must begin to require States to take strong action to 
meet the challenges posed by escalating environmental disintegrity.   
 
This thesis examines the extent to which the existing international human rights regime 
provides a means to achieve this. The role of population management as one means of 
meeting environmental obligations will be discussed, with the goal of demonstrating that 
the existing law provides a powerful tool both for the advancement of individual rights and 
for environmental protection. The latter half will consider how the current law incorporates 
explicit environmental duties, as well as the potential scope for development of these in the 
future. The debate surrounding the introduction of an ‗environmental human right‘ will be 
outlined, with the ultimate conclusion that the law as it already exists is more than capable 
of adequately addressing environmental degradation – all that is required is that it be 
interpreted and realised in an environmentally cognisant way.
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“This we know: the earth does not belong to man: man belongs to the earth... 
Man did not weave the web of life: he is merely a strand in it. Whatever he 
does to the web he does to himself.” 
 
- Chief Seattle
1
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
It is a simple truth that the international human rights regime was founded for the 
purpose of alleviating human suffering. The foundation instruments and principles 
embodied therein were formulated following a period of great international 
turmoil, during which millions of lives were unnecessarily lost as a result of 
imprudent and sometimes senseless human action. While we are now able to 
regard the events of World War II as a sad chapter of human history, the 
international community is currently facing a new threat that has the potential to 
be even more devastating in terms of its human impact. Whether the international 
human rights regime is able to adapt to remain relevant in the face of this new 
menace is a matter of the greatest concern for all those who continue to believe in 
the inherent dignity of the human person.  
 
Environmental degradation has been a fringe concern for much of human history, 
and it is only in the last 40 years that it has come to be widely recognised that 
humanity is unique in our relationship with the environment - we hold the tools 
for not only our own destruction but that of the larger biosphere as a whole.  The 
link between the natural world and humanity is fundamental, and just like any 
other organism we operate as part of a larger web of ecological systems and 
require favourable environmental conditions to survive. Unlike other organisms 
however, we have not only the will but also the power to shape those systems. 
The ways in which we choose to do so directly determine not only our quality of 
life, but our hold upon life itself and thus go to the heart of human rights concerns.  
 
                                                          
1
 Quoted in Caduto, M. & Bruchac, J. Keepers of the Earth: Native American Stories & 
Environmental Activities for Children (Fulcrum Publishing: Colorado, 1997) p4. 
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Many, if not most of the present day human rights issues are essentially 
environmental issues – whether a person is a victim of famine, chronic thirst, 
disease or absolute poverty is directly linked to the quality and quantity of the 
natural resources to which they have access.
2
 Even seemingly unrelated human 
rights concerns such as the prevalence of armed conflict are now recognised as 
being deeply affected by environmental conditions.
3
 The international frameworks 
through which these problems have traditionally been addressed have (with some 
small exceptions) failed to eliminate or even significantly reduce the prevalence of 
these ills in the global community.
4
 In part this may be attributed to a failure to 
recognise that concepts such as economic development, too often touted as the 
panacea to all problems, are impossible to achieve in practice without proper 
regard to the environmental context in which these programmes are to take place. 
Financial aid and infrastructure development will only ever be a band aid for 
human rights issues unless the underlying causes of absolute poverty, hunger, 
chronic thirst, and disease – including environmental degradation – are addressed. 
In this sense environmental programmes are not merely desirable but nonessential 
supplements to the ‗real business‘ of international law. Rather, they are vital tools 
in the fight for the protection of human rights; in the words of one commentator, 
―all protection accorded to the non-human environment, is essentially ipso facto 
protective of humans‖.5 It is therefore crucial that the international community 
moves toward a much stronger recognition of the link between the environment 
and human wellbeing; yet while the emerging rhetoric increasingly acknowledges 
                                                          
2
 While there is an argument that these are economic or political issues, poverty in absolute terms 
is framed around a lack of sufficient means of self-support; in a healthy, resource abundant 
environment, the means of both physical and economic subsistence would be within the reach of 
all. Politics can help or hinder the achievement of this, but it cannot remove or create the resulting 
problems on its own. 
3
See the report by the Centre for Security Studies & swisspeace, Linking Environment and Conflict 
Prevention: The Role of the United Nations (Centre for Security Studies: Zurich, 2008). 
4
 Improvements in access to sanitation is an example of a limited success in the human rights 
realm; trends in reducing hunger, poverty, access to clean water and so on are not nearly so 
promising, for example ―the problem of hunger constitutes one of the most daunting human rights 
challenges facing the global community. Its dimensions are staggering and the problem is getting 
worse despite continued efforts by the international community to address it.‖ Goulet, R. ―Food 
Sovereignty: A Step Forward in the Realisation of the Right to Food‖ (2009) in Law, Social 
Justice and Global Development Journal 1:13, p1; ―Per capita availability of water is declining‖ 
Blanco, E. & Razzaque, J. ―Ecosystem Services and Human Well-Being in a Globalized World: 
Assessing the Role of Law‖ (2009) in Human Rights Quarterly 31 692, p696. 
5
 Westra, L. ―Ecological Integrity and Biological Integrity: The Right to Life and the Right to 
Health in Law‖ (2009) in Transnational Law & Contemporary Problems 18:3, p20. 
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the foundational importance of environmental integrity as a precondition of 
human rights achievement, formal legal recognition has been somewhat slower to 
emerge. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the relationship between human rights and 
the environment, and to determine whether and how international human rights 
law might offer us the tools to address the environmental degradation that so 
threatens its own realisation. It is my contention that many of the goals of 
international human rights law are being undermined and will ultimately be 
unachievable unless proper regard is given to the environmental preconditions of 
these universal standards of human wellbeing.  
 
Though initially developed with the narrow intention of protecting citizens from 
their own states, it is now time for international human rights law to adapt to 
incorporate the protection of individuals from the modern threat posed by 
environmental harm. All human beings ought to be protected at the highest level 
from the actions of individuals, communities, corporations, and other nations 
where those actions have the potential to cause environmental damage on a level 
that directly affects human rights – at minimum, where it affects access to the 
basic necessities of life: food, water, and health. The international community 
must explicitly recognise the importance of environmental protection as a primary 
means of achieving human rights goals, and it is the ways in which this 
recognition might best be achieved that is the primary concern of this thesis. 
 
In the following thesis I advocate for the adoption of a dual approach to the 
human rights problem of environmental degradation. This strategy consists firstly 
of the targeted direction of resources towards the achievement of certain, specific 
rights, the consequences of which will have a positive flow-on effect for all other 
rights. The second, complementary strategy consists of gaining legal recognition 
of an expanded interpretation of existing rights to include their environmental 
preconditions. The common thread tying these two approaches together is the idea 
that the existing legal regime holds the answers to the problems posed by 
escalating environmental degradation. I argue that the legal tools with which 
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recent history has endowed us are more than adequate to meet this new challenge, 
and what is required is no revolution of the international human rights regime, but 
simply the intelligent deployment and adaption of the existing rules.  
 
In establishing this argument, it is first necessary to demonstrate the link between 
environmental degradation and the inability of states to meet basic human needs – 
in other words, to show why environmental concerns ought to be of interest to 
human rights practitioners. Chapter One will thus focus on demonstrating that 
environmental problems are essentially human problems, in the sense that 
environmental degradation can be ignored only so far before it begins to affect 
human wellbeing. Essentially, this chapter will establish the context in which this 
research has been undertaken: with a clear understanding that achieving universal 
realisation of basic human rights will be an impossibility in a situation of extreme 
environmental disintegrity. The focus is not only on the immediate problem of 
providing human rights goods in the here and now, but the inability of these 
resources to withstand on-going depletion at the same rate, let alone to the vastly 
increased degree required to keep pace with the ever increasing global population. 
 
Having established the problem under consideration, this paper will then turn to 
the proposed solutions suggested by my research. In Chapter Two, I outline an 
approach which has in the past two decades earned a reputation as being 
somewhat radical, and show that what it offers is in fact a legally conservative 
approach to the problems posed by the environmental dependence of human 
rights. Population growth has a long history of being discussed in the context of 
environmental degradation, not always with ethically acceptable results. In this 
Chapter, I advocate for the adoption of a human rights approach to limiting 
population growth, addressing the root causes of high fertility through the focused 
direction of resources towards a select few human rights as a means of easing 
environmental stress. The approach essentially provides an opportunity for states 
to better their environmental position and in turn their ability to meet human 
rights obligations more broadly, while at the same time strengthening their 
position in specific areas of the human rights lexicon such as reproductive rights, 
gender equality, healthcare, and education. By focusing in a positive way on the 
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human rights standards which will most influence population growth, this 
approach seeks to achieve a better outcome not only for the individual recipients 
of the specific rights goods, but for the broader environment, and in turn, the 
global community. 
 
Following the above discussion of population management as a human rights tool, 
this paper will then turn to the second of the two strategies reliant upon the 
existing law. In Chapters Three and Four, I argue that the efforts of the 
international community to address environmental threats to human well-being 
must go beyond what is explicitly stated in the current law to include the implicit 
obligations of the various rights which are directly affected by environmental 
disintegrity. In Chapter Two I examine aspects of the existing law to identify the 
extent to which these inherent environmental duties are already recognised at 
national, regional, and international levels. This section seeks to describe the 
extent to which States are currently required to have regard to environmental 
protection as a consequence of existing human rights law. While it is arguably 
possible to investigate all human rights norms through an environmental 
paradigm,
6
a more restricted approach has been adopted for this research. As such, 
I focus only on those basic rights which, when achieved, provide the foundation 
from which to begin any discussion of a higher level of human dignity: the 
minimum standards of food, water, and health required to support human life.  
 
Chapter Four builds upon the work in the previous section, examining the options 
for the future development of the environmental human rights duties discussed in 
Chapter Three. As a starting point, the debate surrounding the introduction of a 
specific ‗human right to the environment‘ will be discussed, with reference both 
to the existence of such a right at the present time and the desirability of its 
establishment in the future. Ultimately however, this Chapter will conclude that as 
with the population problem, the best solution lies in the existing law. As such, an 
alternative path of expanding the jurisprudence of the existing law to include a 
                                                          
6
 The argument for this approach is contained in Chapter One, but essentially holds that since the 
human rights framework is dependent upon humanity‘s existence, and humanity‘s existence is 
dependent upon environmental health, all human rights are therefore contingent upon 
environmental conditions. 
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formal recognition of inherent environmental duties provides is advocated as 
being the soundest way forward. 
 
It is to be hoped that the concept of environmental integrity might become an 
increasingly common feature of the on-going conversation about the best means 
of achieving human rights goals. As will be shown, the literature in this field 
abounds with those who see environmental degradation as the single biggest 
threat to human rights. This paper seeks to build on this scholarship by arguing 
that we already possess the legal tools necessary to address this threat – what is 
lacking is political will, a stronger base of judicial support and a more targeted 
direction of resources towards achieving those key human rights which act as 
determinants for the success of the broader scheme. While addressing 
environmental problems may at first glance seem a departure from the direct goals 
of human rights law, it is abundantly clear that this is a tactic that is a necessary 
precondition for the achievement of such goals, without which attempts to remedy 
such problems as the chronic shortage of food, clean water, and health resources 
can only ever address the symptoms of these ills, rather than the underlying 
causes. This thesis aims to demonstrate the reality of environmental disintegrity as 
a key barrier to the realisation of human rights, as well as to propose the means by 
which it may be rectified. It is with this goal in mind that the paper now turns to a 
consideration of the relationship between environmental integrity and human 
rights goals. 
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“The earth is not only the common heritage of all humankind but also the 
ultimate source of life. By over-exploiting its resources we are undermining 
the very basis of our own life... [thus] the protection and conservation of the 
earth is not a question of morality or ethics but a question of our survival.” 
- the Dalai Lama
7
 
 
CHAPTER ONE: 
THE ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS – WHY IS 
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION A HUMAN RIGHTS 
PROBLEM? 
 
Environmental degradation is no longer news. With strong academic, political, 
and social support behind it, the environmental movement has steadily gathered 
strength since the 1960‘s, and we are now at a point where public awareness of 
environmental issues is almost universal in the developed world.
8
 Most of us are 
aware that our environment is changing, that our actions have consequences for 
the natural world, and that these consequences are not always beneficial. Concern 
about the ways in which human activity affects the environment is now a 
mainstream issue, raised everywhere from boardrooms and parliamentary 
chambers to online forums and living rooms. Whether such concern is well-
founded is the focus of this chapter. 
 
1.1 Anthropocentrism defended: a human rights approach to environmental 
degradation 
 
Traditionally, much of the alarm caused by environmental degradation has centred 
on preserving the integrity of the environment for its own sake, with an emphasis 
on emotionally charged campaigns seeking to protect endangered species or 
                                                          
7
 ―Caring for the Earth‖ (1991) The Office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
[http://www.dalailama.com/messages/environment/caring-for-the-earth]. 
8
 ―In this closing decade of the Twentieth Century, protection of the natural environment has 
become the primary concern of society‖; Shrivastava, P. "Castrated environment: greening 
organizational studies" (1994) in Organization Studies 15:5 705, p722. 
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unique habitats purely because they are intrinsically good things – this idea of the 
environment having an inherent worth separate from the utility it offers to 
humanity is common throughout environmentalist writing, and is also echoed in 
much of the supporting scientific literature.
9
 While there is no doubt that the 
argument for a healthy environment as a valuable entity in its own right has merit, 
in practice it seems neither possible nor desirable to separate our treatment of the 
environment from the effect that it has on our wellbeing. Environmental problems 
which receive widespread attention do so because of the impact that they have, or 
may potentially have, upon human happiness. In some cases the loss may be felt 
in aesthetic, emotional or spiritual terms only (such as upon the threatened 
extinction of an exotic species), but increasingly what is at risk is human life 
itself. As the public become more educated about the potential consequences of 
threats such as climate change, pesticide risk, food chain disruption and water 
scarcity, the motivation for action on these environmental issues becomes less 
about doing environmental good for its own sake, and more about doing 
environmental good for the good that it brings to people. This can be at least 
partly explained by the realities of democratic politics, now the dominant force in 
global political discourse. The only way that the environment, typically perceived 
as a non-human interest, is going to receive the political attention it requires is 
when its condition begins to impact upon the citizens (and voters) of a country. 
Having reached the point where we are now able to say with confidence that 
environmental degradation is negatively impacting upon people‘s well-being, we 
can expect the issue to move up in priority on the political agenda. As a 
consequence, it is vital that we are able to make strong links between 
environmental damage and negative consequences for humankind, in order to 
fully exploit the rising tide of interest in environmental disintegrity. 
 
While adherents to ‗Deep Ecology‘10 may baulk at the anthropocentrism of such 
reasoning, if the ultimate outcome of highlighting the human advantages to 
                                                          
9
 Jensen, Eric T. "The international law of environmental warfare: active and passive damage 
during armed conflict" (2005) in Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 38.1, p151. 
10‗Deep Ecology‘ is a concept that originated with Aldo Leopold‘s 1948 Land Ethic and gained 
significant strength in the 1970‘s; essentially, it is the argument that protection of the biosphere is 
a moral good in itself regardless of any benefit in human terms. It often invokes an element of 
spiritual connection with nature, and has been termed by its critics ‗eco-fascism‘, in that it 
9 
 
environmental conservation is that greater urgency is given to these issues, the 
growing link between ecological and humanitarian concerns can only be a thing to 
be encouraged. This paper, written as it is from the perspective of human rights 
law, will therefore adopt the admittedly anthropocentric approach that 
environmental degradation – while a deplorable process in its own right – 
deserves a far greater proportion of both resources and political attention by virtue 
of the human consequences if such activity continues unchecked. 
 
To summarise the environment/human rights relationship, the nature of 
contemporary environmental issues (interrelated, transboundary, and increasingly 
linked to patterns of resource consumption) more and more forces us to 
reconceptualise environmental problems as being ultimately human problems, in 
that the environmental changes we face today have direct and imminent 
consequences for all inhabitants of this planet, and humans in particular. Many of 
the major causes of contemporary human suffering have their roots in 
environmental changes that we are not equipped biologically, technologically, or 
philosophically to adequately address – basic human rights concerns such as 
hunger, poverty, sickness, armed conflict and even domestic violence can all be 
traced back to environmental factors at some level.
11
 To employ a simple 
example, most people are aware of the existence of a right to life. While the actual 
substance of this right in law will be the focus of a later chapter, a logical 
extrapolation of what is required environmentally to sustain life will provide a 
useful illustration of the necessity of addressing the environmental prerequisites to 
human well-being.  
 
1.2 Linking Human Rights to the Environment – how ecology influences our 
lives 
 
There have been numerous attempts to quantify the basic necessities of life, all of 
them varying slightly. Nevertheless, it is possible to distil from the research some 
                                                                                                                                                               
sometimes advocates environmental goods as being not just equal to, but more important than 
human rights goods. 
11
See for example the discussion on the rights to life and health (including mental health) in 
Chapter Three. 
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core human needs, the fulfilment of which is essential to a person‘s very 
existence. At the most basic level, a right to life, when taken at face value, would 
seem to presuppose the availability of the things necessary to sustain life; namely, 
a certain amount of air, water, food and shelter.
12
 All of the above preconditions 
to life require a natural resource base of sufficient integrity to provide a minimum 
level and standard of each to every human. For example, it is estimated that the 
average adult male should not consume less than 1500 calories per day,
13
 as 
dipping below this level can severely and permanently compromise physiological 
wellbeing – put shortly, he is likely to die of malnutrition. Achieving this level of 
food production is heavily reliant on environmental factors. On a superficial level 
alone it presupposes sufficient arable land for sustainable production and crop 
rotation, sufficient water for irrigation, sufficient diversity of species both to 
combat crop disease and assist in pest control, a stable or at least predictable 
climate, and a sufficient supply of fuel to permit food distribution from production 
sites to urban areas. All of these factors are directly dependent upon 
environmental resources such as land, water, biodiversity, and fossil fuels. It is 
therefore self-evident that if the right to life can be said to presuppose access to 
food, such a right must also presuppose the necessary environmental conditions to 
permit production and distribution of that food. 
 
As will be discussed in the following chapters, the international human rights 
community has made strong commitments to eliminate environmental threats to 
human dignity – a number of key international instruments, regional agreements 
and national constitutions have explicitly recognised that there is an obligation 
upon states to prevent starvation, dehydration, treatable disease and pollution. 
                                                          
12
A discussion over whether the right to life as it is found in law does in fact inherently imply a 
right to these things (i.e. not to die of starvation), or whether it merely refers to the active 
deprivation of life by the State (i.e. a right not to be killed) is contained within Chapter Three of 
this paper; while the legal situation currently provides a tentative basis for the idea that the right to 
life may be deprived through permitting the deterioration of environmental conditions, for example, 
in cases of toxic waste, there is as yet no precedent which allows the pursuit of such a case on the 
basis of starvation or dehydration. However, as will be discussed, this does not preclude such a 
case from being brought in the future, and there is clearly no logical impediment for such an 
expansion. 
13
  ―A normal adult uses 4-5 kJ (1-1.2 Cals)/minute to maintain basal energy needs or 6-6.5MJ 
(1500-1800 Cals)/day.‖ Cahill, G. ―Famine Symposium: Physiology of Acute Starvation in Man‖ 
(1978) in Ecology of Food and Nutrition 6, p221. Note that this does not include the extra 
requirements that a physically active lifestyle would demand. 
11 
 
Because of the intimate way in which these problems are linked to the 
environment, it would be senseless to discuss their elimination without attempting 
to address their environmental causes. As such, it is possible to argue that human 
rights protection requires, as a matter of common sense, environmental protection: 
a human rights duty will often create an environmental duty. This is the approach 
that this paper will adopt, and determining the nature and scope of these duties is 
the overall goal of the chapters which follow. 
 
1.3 The Context of the Research: A Modern Environmental Problem 
 
Despite the seemingly obvious nature of this human dependence upon the 
environment, there are nevertheless some who would argue that it is possible to 
overcome human rights problems not through the preservation of environmental 
integrity as we know it, but through the technological manipulation of that 
environment to achieve human rights goals separate from environmental 
goals.
14
Addressing this argument, which posits technological skill as a tool to 
overcome any environmental barrier to a well-fed, fully hydrated, and healthy 
human population, will be the focus of the following section. In doing so, an 
illustration of some of the ways in which the ability to provide for human needs is 
inextricably linked to environmental limits will be provided. 
 
There has been some argument that technological advances are largely able to 
overcome ‗natural‘ limits to food production, and it is true that the so-called 
‗Green Revolution‘ of the 20th century enabled a 250% increase in food yields 
over a period of 35 years, with the introduction and dissemination of plant 
hybridisation, as well as modern developments in irrigation, pest control and 
                                                          
14
 ―There is a view…that argues that human intelligence and creativity are sufficient to resolve any 
problems that face us. This is known as the technological fix, or economic solution. Proponents, 
known as resource optimists, argue that it was technology that permitted population to reach its 
present level. They argue this is a crowning achievement because never before have so many 
people lived so well. They point out that the availability of goods and services has never been as 
high as it is today; they are optimistic that there is no problem on the horizon.‖ Brown, B. ―Earth 
as a Natural/Physical Environmental System‖ (2006) National Geographic Society 
[http://www.nationalgeographic.com/xpeditions/guides/geogsummary.pdf; p11]. 
12 
 
fertilisation techniques.
15
 These technological advances have allowed us to 
produce enough food to meet the demands of our ever-growing population – 
currently, we have the production capacity to feed every person alive today and it 
is only the distribution of these nutritional resources that is the cause of existing 
hunger.
16
 However, increased yields have not been the only consequence of 
adopting these methods. Even the founders of the movement behind industrialised 
farming recognised that these gains could not be sustained in the long term, and 
food production has now largely levelled off.
17
 It is becoming increasingly 
obvious that the unintended side-effects of this type of production are not only 
environmentally devastating but may ultimately undercut the ability of these 
methods to continue to provide in the future – worldwide food production will 
actually decline if environmental degradation is allowed to continue apace. 
 
1.3.1 Land Degradation 
 
The environmental effects of the spread of industrialised agriculture have been 
manifold, and among the most serious is the emerging trend of exhaustion and 
ultimately loss of formerly productive land. Modern farming techniques degrade 
land in a number of ways. Irrigation, said to account for at least one half of the 
Green Revolution, provides crop yields 3.3 times higher than land watered by rain 
alone.
18
 Now heavily relied on as a means of boosting productivity (accounting 
for fully half of the food grown in India and China), the use of irrigation has 
tripled in the last fifty years, allowing naturally unproductive land to become a 
key source of the world‘s food supply.19  However, irrigation also leads to the 
                                                          
15Astyk, S. ―How Much Did the Green Revolution Matter? Or: Can We Feed the World Without 
Industrial Agriculture?‖ (2007)  Post Carbon Institute [http://www.energybulletin.net/node/25315]. 
16
 In fact, not only can we nutritionally support the existing population of 6.8 billion, but ―the 
estimated cereal production in the 2007-2008 crop year of over 2.1 billion metric tons of cereal 
grains was enough to feed more than 10 billion people a vegetarian diet.‖ Cohen, J. ―Human 
Population Grows Up‖ in Mazur, L (Ed.) A Pivotal Moment (Island Press: USA, 2010), pp27-37, 
p33. Whether we could persuade people to adopt a vegetarian diet, and trickier still, to accept a 
decline in their living standards to ensure the survival of those on the other side of the planet, is 
another question altogether. 
17
 ―Norman Borlaug, the scientist who is often called ―the father of the Green Revolution,‖ notes 
the importance of fertilizer for feeding the world‘s people: ―Without chemical fertilizer, forget it,‖ 
he said. ―The game is over.‖‖ Brown, L. ―Food: Will There Be Enough?‖ in Mazur, ibid, p169. 
18Schade, C. & Pimentel, D. ―Population Crash: prospects for famine in the twenty-first century‖ 
in Environment Development Sustainability (2010) 12:245-262; p249. 
19
 Brown, supra n 17 at 167. 
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gradual accumulation of salts in the soil, either through changing the level or 
composition of the water table or adding salts to soils that are not then adequately 
‗rinsed out‘ through natural rainfall.20 The result is salinisation, which inhibits and 
eventually totally excludes plant growth – not only of food crops, but of nearly all 
types of vegetation. The consequential exposure of the delicate topsoil layer leads 
to erosion, and in turn desertification. It is estimated that 1.5 million hectares of 
irrigated land are effectively rendered useless by this process each year.
21
 
 
Irrigation is not alone in intensive farming as a cause of land loss: excessive use 
of pesticides and nitrogen-based fertilisers contribute to mineral imbalances and a 
loss of soil ecology, resulting in a similar pattern of land degradation.
22
 The 
homogenisation of crop species leads to a loss of diversity in the foundation 
species which maintain soil health – earthworms, bacteria, and fungi which 
sustain soil structure and fertility. Overall, it is estimated that ―within the last 
1,000 years agriculture has degraded and destroyed a combined two billion ha of 
once productive land‖23 – more than the total land under use today. As the 
population grows, farmers are thus coming under pressure to produce more and 
more food from a land base that is actually shrinking. This is causing the 
expansion of cultivation into lands previously thought unsuited for food 
production, leading to deforestation, habitat loss, and species extinction as well as 
threatening the vital ecosystem services that these lands (largely comprised of 
forests, wetlands and grasslands) provide in the larger planetary system.
24
 The 
need to apply the same destructive agricultural techniques to wring as many 
                                                          
20
 Podmore, C. Irrigation Salinity – Causes and Impacts (October 2009) State of New South Wales 
Department of Industry and Investment 
[http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/310365/Irrigation-salinity-causes-and-
impacts.pdf]; European Commission DG ENV Soil Biodiversity: Functions, Threats, and Tools for 
Policy Makers (February 2010) [http://ec.europa.eu/environment/soil/pdf/6%20Ch%204.pdf] 
21Schade, C. & Pimentel, D. ―Population crash: Prospects for famine in the twenty-first century‖ in 
Environment, Development & Sustainability (2010) 12:245-262, p249. 
22
 Indira Ghandi National Open University ―Effects of Agriculture on Human Environment‖ (2011) 
[http://www.egyankosh.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/36533/1/Unit-8.pdf]. 
23
 Schade & Pimentel, supra n 21 at 248. 
24
 Such as carbon capture and storage, watershed filtering cycles, and even absorbing 
meteorological impacts. Mertz, T.‖ Nature‘s Services: Ecosystems are more than Wildlife Habitat‖ 
in Our Future (2007) RAND 
[http://www.rand.org/scitech/stpi/ourfuture/NaturesServices/section1.html]. 
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calories as possible from this newly appropriated land will in turn lead to the same 
degradation that forced its acquisition in the first place. 
 
1.3.2 Water Depletion and Degradation 
 
Water has already been mentioned in the context of the damage it can inflict when 
irrigation is employed inappropriately. Of further concern is how the need to feed, 
hydrate, and provide production and hygiene services for so many people is 
impacting upon the earth‘s water systems themselves. It is estimated that 18% of 
the world population currently lacks access to safe drinking water - this does not 
take into account the additional water needs for basic sanitation and health.
25
 
Agriculture is again the biggest culprit, appropriating around 70% of global 
freshwater supplies.
26
 The impact of only one extra person upon water supply 
becomes apparent when considering that producing one kilogram of wheat 
requires between 1,000 and 2,000 litres of water. As less developed countries 
advance economically, their populations inevitably begin to consume more meat 
products, which require an additional 13,000 to 15,000 litres of water for the 
production of each kilogram.
27
 Rainfall alone is not enough to provide for the 
world‘s existing water needs, and most large food producers (including India, 
China, and the United States) are relying heavily on groundwater supplies. For 
example, much of the production capacity of the American ‗Great Plains‘ can be 
directly attributed to the Ogallala aquifer which provides a significant amount of 
the water needed for irrigation in this naturally arid region.
28
 However, use of this 
resource is rapidly outstripping replenishment, and ―water levels have dropped by 
more than 100 feet in some areas‖.29 In most cases, these ancient water stores 
have accumulated in geological timeframes – so slowly that their replenishment 
                                                          
25United Nations, ―Meeting Global Targets for Water and Sanitation‖ in Water for Life 
[http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/factsheet.html]. 
26Sterling, E. & Vintinner, E. ―How Much Is Left? An Overview of the Water Crisis‖ in Mazur, L 
(Ed.) A Pivotal Moment (Island Press: USA, 2010) p196. 
27
 ―In every society where incomes rise, people move up the food chain, eating more animal 
protein as beef, pork, poultry, milk, eggs, and seafood... the shift to more livestock products as 
purchasing power increases appears to be universal.‖ Brown, L. ―Food: Will There Be Enough?‖ 
in Mazur, ibid at 172. 
28Thier, D. ―Time, Water Running Out for America‘s Biggest Aquifer‖ AOL news (Online, 21 
April 2010) [http://www.aolnews.com/earth-day/article/time-water-running-out-for-americas-
biggest-aquifer/19446923]. 
29
 Brown, supra n 17 at 168. 
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rates can be measured in terms of centuries.
30
 The rapid depletion of these 
underground water resources can lead to a lowering of the water table, 
contamination of the remaining supplies, loss of flow in streams, lakes, and 
wetlands, and as well as land subsidence.
31
 The agricultural methods required to 
feed our growing population are causing us to consume far more water than is 
sustainable, either for the on-going health of the planet as a whole or for humans 
needs alone. 
 
What water remains is increasingly polluted. Human pollution, in terms of 
industrial as well as household waste directly threatens aquatic biodiversity. This 
loss is felt not only in terms of ecosystem maintenance or aesthetic and cultural 
value, but also in terms of food supply. Aquatic birds, fish, shellfish and other 
species are often important food resources in themselves, yet pesticide and 
fertiliser run-off from intensive land-based production threaten the habitats on 
which they depend. Chemical loading from such human activity can eventually 
lead to eutrophication, a process whereby algal blooms starve a waterway of 
oxygen and create toxic hydrogen sulphide, essentially eliminating all forms of 
recognisable life.
32
 In the mid-20
th
 century, 49 sites were identified as having 
suffered this fate – the figure today is 405.33 
 
1.3.3 Unknown Environmental Costs 
 
The exact effects of modern agriculture on the environment are thus far reaching 
and often indirect – some of the consequences of the frantic scrabble for food are 
only now becoming clear. While it is easy to see the environmental consequences 
of clearing a wood to create a maize field in its place, other, less obvious impacts 
can have equally disastrous results in environmental and ultimately human terms. 
One such example that has recently emerged as a threat to food security is the 
decline in population of pollinating insects. The United Nations Food and 
                                                          
30
 U.S. Department of the Interior The Water Cycle: Infiltration (31 March 2010) 
[http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycleinfiltration.html] 
31
 Ibid. 
32
 ―Heavy Eutrophication Eliminates Species‖ (2006) Oasis Environmental Ltd 
[http://www.oasisenviro.co.uk/eutrophication.htm]. 
33
 Brown, supra n 17at 170. 
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Agriculture Organisation (FAO) has recently confirmed that of the 100 plant 
species that provide 90% of the world food supplies, 71 of those species must be 
pollinated by bees in order to produce food crops.
34
 However, pollinator insects -
both farmed and wild- are declining rapidly on a global scale and recent studies 
have raised concerns about the effect this will have for countries such as India, 
where the yields from pollinator dependent crops are falling despite increased 
acreage being turned over to farming.
35
 While exact causes of the phenomenon are 
unknown, scientists now link the decline in pollinator species to a collection of 
modern agricultural methods.
36
 The short-term gains in productivity created by 
pesticide use and other industrialised farming techniques may thus have serious 
long-term negative effects in terms of environment and in turn, food security, 
which we are only now beginning to understand.  
 
Ultimately, the need to produce the sheer quantities of food required by the 
existing population –let alone the additional 80 million people we must provide 
for each year- is causing us to rely on farming methods which damage the 
environment to the point where not only are our ecosystems changing 
fundamentally, but they are changing in ways that threaten our ability to maintain 
what food security we have fought to achieve. Population growth would require 
that we extend this damage even further. The environmental stress caused by the 7 
billion people alive today is unsustainable – we have already overextended what 
the earth can supply in terms of fresh water, fertile land, and absorption capacity 
for the waste we create: 
―In order to support a far smaller 20th century population – with a mean of 
about four billion people between 1950 and 2000 – humanity overwhelmed a 
majority of the planet‘s ecosystem services, destroyed much of its life, both in 
number and diversity, and have taken control of a significant proportion of the 
Earth‘s biological, geological, and chemical cycles... Some time between 1970 
                                                          
34Kinver, M. ―‗Pollination Crisis‘ Hitting India‘s Vegetable Farmers‖ BBC News (28 September 
2010) [http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-11418033]. 
35
 Ibid. 
36
 ―Pollinator Services for Sustainable Agriculture‖ FAO, Global Action on Pollination Services 
for Sustainable Agriculture 
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and 1980, the human footprint exceeded Earth‘s capability to sustainably 
provide for humanity‘s combined wants and needs.‖37 
 
Thus, the idea that we might be able to develop and disseminate entirely new 
technologies which not only rectify the existing damage, but also prevent further 
degradation in the face of continued population growth seems naive given current 
progress. The technological ‗breakthroughs‘ in food production of the past are 
now proving themselves to be unsustainable in the long-term, while emergent 
technologies such as genetic engineering have been plagued with uncertainty as to 
their own potential side-effects.
38
 At the very least, the precautionary principle 
should require drastic changes in the way in which resources are managed.
39
 
Despite this, many commentators continue to persist in the belief that the power of 
technology is greater than the forces of nature, holding fast to the belief that 
―Earth and its resources are infinite, that human mastery over Nature through 
science is limitless, and that ‗there is no persuasive evidence that any meaningful 
limits to growth are in sight‘.‖40 
 
1.4 Conclusions 
 
Technology can thus take us only so far in terms of producing enough calories per 
person to sustain life. The human rights problem of chronic, widespread hunger 
remains unsolved despite our best technological efforts. Basic environmental 
factors such as soil fertility, rainfall, sunlight, and complementary species 
diversity still remain central determinants of how much food is produced, and 
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 Schade, C. & Pimentel, D. ―Population crash: Prospects for famine in the twenty-first century‖ 
(2010) in Environment, Development & Sustainability 12, 245-262, p246. See also Clive 
Hamilton‘s book Requiem for a Species (Earthscan Publications Ltd: UK, 2010). 
38
 For a discussion of the concerns which continue to undermine the use of genetically modified 
food crops, see Weasel, L. Food Fray: Inside the Controversy over Genetically Modified Food 
(AMACOM: USA, 2008). 
39
 Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development sets out the precautionary 
approach as follows: ―In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be 
widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or 
irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing 
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.‖ 
40
 Gillespie, A. The Illusion of Progress (Earthscan Publications Ltd: UK, 2001); p16. It should be 
noted that Gillespie himself is opposed to such a view, arguing strongly in favour of the existence 
of limits to growth. 
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therefore how well we are able to sustain human life. As such, environmental 
problems remain inextricably linked to problems of human well-being, and 
addressing these is central to achieving the legal standards of the international 
human rights regime.  
 
In the following Chapter, I outline one approach to addressing these problems, 
with the aim of showing that the existing law provides us with some valuable 
tools for fighting environmental degradation as a means of advancing the cause of 
human rights. In doing so, I will argue that the perceived ‗population problem‘ 
need not be a cause for despair, but rather an opportunity for the international 
community to take steps towards a healthier human rights position, and a healthier 
planet. 
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 “The true danger posed by our exploding population is not our absolute 
numbers but the inability of our environment to cope with so many of us 
doing what we do.” 
- Paul Chefurka
41
 
 
““I’ve never seen a problem that wouldn’t be easier to solve with fewer 
people, or harder, and ultimately impossible to solve with more.” 
 
-   Sir David Attenborough
42
 
 
CHAPTER TWO: 
THE CASE OF POPULATION 
 
 
Chapter One of this paper sought to describe one of the most important problems 
facing humanity today: the patterns of environmental resource use upon which we 
rely for survival are not sustainable in the long-term, neither for the numbers of 
people alive today nor for the additional billions which we may expect to join us 
on this earth.
43
 Recent media attention has focused upon the figure of 7 billion; 
with varying estimates as to the precise date on which our population surpassed 
this figure, it is nevertheless widely agreed that 2011 marked a significant 
milestone in demographic terms.
44
 Ensuring the full realisation of human rights in 
such an increasingly crowded world will therefore require a significant change in 
the way States approach both resource and population policies. In this Chapter, I 
attempt to demonstrate how existing human rights law is capable of addressing 
these challenges, by using a targeted approach to bolster some key human rights 
whose flow-on effects will be to significantly improve the prospects for our 
environment -and thus human rights more broadly- moving forwards. In 
attempting to describe the nature of the changes required, this Chapter will firstly 
weigh the two main approaches to reducing environmental harm on a global level: 
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through the reduction of per capita consumption, and through the reduction of 
population growth rates. While the importance of changing consumption patterns 
cannot be denied, it is here argued that the difficulties associated with achieving 
the necessary level of change, in the prompt and widespread manner required, 
indicates a need to focus more strongly on the issue of population growth. As 
such, the second and core focus of this Chapter is the development of a human 
rights approach to population management, which proceeds from the basis that an 
expanded interpretation and targeted enforcement of existing human rights law 
will enable States to ease the resource pressure caused by high population growth, 
thereby putting them in a better position to meet their human rights obligations 
around food, water, health, and so forth. The discussion commences below with 
an argument for the necessity of tackling population growth as a global policy 
issue. 
 
2.1 Ecological footprints: too large, or too many? 
 
In examining the state of the Earth‘s resources it is immediately apparent that the 
natural environment cannot currently provide our world population with all that it 
needs – absolute poverty continues to exist, people continue to die from the 
deprivation of their rights to food, water and health, and the environment 
continues its downward spiral towards the point of no recovery.
45
 It is often 
argued that this situation is largely a result of skewed distribution of resources – 
that there are enough resources to secure these human rights for all, and it is 
merely a matter of regulating consumption patterns in order to meet the needs of 
those who currently go without.
46
 While the principle of this is largely undeniable 
                                                          
45
 Current estimates hold that 900 million people ―would still be mired in extreme poverty in 2015, 
even if the first Millennium Development Goal was reached in that target year‖(UN Commission 
for Social Development, Feb 10, 2011 Anti-Poverty Experts in Commission for Social 
Development Offer Ways to Keep Ranks of People without Adequate Food, Clothing, Shelter from 
Swelling), while meeting even that goal seems unlikely as a 2010 draft GA resolution (A/64/L.72) 
on the Millennium Goals reports that progress ―falls far short of what is needed‖ to eliminate these 
ills;for example, the FAO estimates that 925 million people were undernourished in 2010 (FAO, 
The State of Food Insecurity in the World, 2010, p4); on the health front, ―diarrhea and pneumonia 
still kill almost 3 million children under 5 years old each year‖ while ―half a million women – 
most of them in developing countries – die each year of complications during pregnancy or 
childbirth.‖(WHO, World Health Statistics 2010, 2010, p14).  
46
 ―If the world is facing environmental disaster, it is not the fault of the poor, who use few 
resources. The fault must lie with the world‘s wealthy countries, where people consume the great 
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– currently, 20% of the world‘s population consumes 80% of its resources47– such 
a theory fails to take into account the realities of both human nature and the 
economic status quo. It is highly unlikely that a democratic society would accept a 
significant reduction in its standard of living in order to improve living conditions 
elsewhere. This is regrettable, but to pretend otherwise is to deny the strength of 
the capitalist drive for acquisition as a value that has been internalised to a huge 
extent across global society. To change the mentality of consumption as an 
indicator of personal worth would require the adoption of an entirely new 
economic regime – for the person as consumer is an idea that is central to the 
existing economic model. To achieve this would require a revolution of 
extraordinary dimensions, a process that is unlikely in the absence of some 
equally extraordinary precipatory event.
48
 Part of the strength of capitalism as an 
economic norm is that it echoes the biological drive to accumulate resources as a 
mechanism of both basic survival and elevated social status. That the model is 
flawed is obvious when one considers the inequalities that have resulted from and 
indeed, continue to be exacerbated by, this focus on individual wealth.  
 
It may well be that the drive to accumulate and consume resources beyond what is 
needed to sustain a comfortable standard of living is yet another element of 
human nature that must be overcome in order to create a truly civilised society – 
just as it is no longer acceptable to give in to the arguably ‗natural‘ urges to wage 
war, commit rape, or steal, perhaps the next stage of development of man as a 
social animal will be the subordination of personal greed to the greater needs of 
                                                                                                                                                               
bulk of the world‘s natural resources and energy and cause the great bulk of environmental 
degradation.‖ Stern, P., Dietz, T., Ruttan, V., Socolow, R. & Sweeney, J. (eds.) Environmentally 
Significant Consumption: Research Direction (National Academy Press: USA, 1997) p1; see also 
the work of Barry Commoner, esp. The Closing Circle (Bantam Books: USA, 1980), and more 
recently, Fred Pearce writing in Peoplequake (Eden Project Books: UK, 2010). 
47
 ―Between 1960 and 1989, the countries with the richest 20% of world population increased their 
share of global GNP from 70.2% to 82.7%.‖ United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 
Human Development Report - Global Dimensions of Human Development (1992) p34. 
48―The bottom line is that a successful sustainability policy requires a national and international 
reordering of priorities which may be perceived as inconsistent with the free-market economies 
prevalent in many parts of the world. Consumption is the cornerstone of most national and 
international economic policy and adjusting consumption patterns presents a daunting task where 
these patterns are firmly ingrained.‖ Abrams, P. ―Population control and sustainability: it‘s the 
same old song but with a different meaning‖ (1997) in Environmental Law 27:4, pp1111-1135; 
p1118. 
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the community.
49
 Unless and until the majority have achieved this level of 
enlightenment however, it is not possible to rely on a reduction in consumption 
and thus a more equitable distribution of resources as a practical means of 
achieving human rights standards globally. However desirable this might be in 
theory, its implementation would be nearly impossible to enforce in the current 
political, economic, and social climate. As an example of how deeply confused 
priorities have become, it is commonplace to find principles of free trade 
trumping human rights considerations; indeed, economic advancement is often 
trotted out in defence of human rights abuses.
50
 While small movements have 
been made toward recognising the consequences of irresponsible consumption by 
the few at the expense of the many, by and large the capitalist ethic remains the 
central force in play – and one that is only growing in strength as those in 
developing countries begin to demand the kind of lifestyle that their Western 
neighbours have enjoyed for centuries.  
 
It is vital that serious political weight be thrown behind the attempt to reduce per 
capita consumption of energy, water, mineral wealth, and biomass, in order to free 
up these resources for those who are struggling to achieve even survival levels of 
these resources – but this course alone will not be sufficient to address the barriers 
to universal achievement of human rights. Even if resources were able to be 
allocated entirely equally across the globe, the standard of living guaranteed in the 
ICESCR would not able to be maintained in the long term. As discussed in 
Chapter One of this paper, current resource consumption is unsustainable – we are 
operating on an environmental deficit and current levels of ‗production‘ cannot 
continue indefinitely.
51
 Put simply, we will soon be in a position of having 
decreasing yields of vital survival resources (food, water, ecosystem regulators 
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 Babor, D. ―Population – Environment Linkages in International Law‖ (1999) Denver Journal of 
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such as forests or marine systems) with which to provide for an increasing number 
of human beings. It is not an equation that can end happily in terms of the 
minimum resources necessary to secure human rights. To further exacerbate the 
problem, recent estimates suggest that on current trends, the global population is 
set to increase to around 9 billion before 2050 – a level of growth which will 
require ―70 percent more food production globally, and up to 100 percent more in 
developing countries‖ in order to feed these additional people.52 Thus, while 
efforts to reduce resource consumption form one part of a solution to this 
impending crisis, it is obvious that a second approach is needed that has the 
potential to be widely implemented right now, and which does not rely on a future 
economic revolution to achieve global subscription.  
 
 
2.2 A focus on Population 
 
If we cannot limit (or can only limit to a certain extent) the resource consumption 
of each person, the obvious next step is to examine ways in which we can limit 
the numbers of people requiring those resources, in order to ensure that everybody 
is able to have what they need in order to live a life that meets human rights 
standards. This goes back to the ‗IPAT‘ equation which received significant 
attention in the 1970‘sas a predictive tool in which population, affluence and 
technology are seen as the key variables influencing the environmental impact of 
any given society:
53
 if changes in affluence (or consumption) can be achieved 
only slowly, and technological changes are a speculative matter which cannot be 
relied upon, this leaves population as the significant variable. This is one instance 
in which numbers alone can have a huge impact – in terms of efficacy and cost, 
population management can deliver greater environmental ‗returns‘ than almost 
any other environmental management strategy;
54
 it is thus a vital tool in any 
attempt to foster the level of environmental integrity necessary for the 
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achievement of human rights. In sum, there is a figure, a certain number of people 
beyond which the Earth (even in combination with human technology) cannot 
sustainably provide food, water, and health resources for. The debate over 
whether or not we have reached that number at present does not obviate the fact 
that this ‗magic number‘ does exist.55 It is thus imperative that strategies are 
developed which will enable the global community to step back from this 
threshold and achieve a population size that will permit all human beings to have 
access to the food, water, and health opportunities which human rights law seeks 
to guarantee. It is equally imperative that these strategies to achieve human rights 
norms do not violate the self-same principles that they seek to uphold. This paper 
will advocate a strategy which not only respects other human rights along the way 
to achieving the rights to life, food, water and health, but which actually relies on 
them as a means to reaching that achievement. Firstly however, it is pertinent to 
examine the strategies that have been adopted to date, and evaluate their 
effectiveness in light of the on-going ecological degradation of today. 
 
2.3 Population and the International Community 
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 That there is a limit to how large our population can grow is evident from the simplest of 
thought experiments: for example, if one considers only the space necessary to accommodate the 
human physical structure – our bodily ‗space requirements‘ alone. If we imagine that we can fit 
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Meadows, D., Randers, J. & Behrens, W. The Limits to Growth (Washington D.C.: Potomac 
Associates, 1972). Figure for the total land mass of earth from Science Desk Reference American 
Scientific. New York: Wiley, 1999: 180. 
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The role of population in both environmental management and development is a 
subject that has traditionally been avoided or discussed largely obliquely at an 
international level.
56
 This is because of a natural concern with avoiding the 
mistakes of the past – population management remains such a highly controversial 
topic in part because of the history of atrocities committed in its name: from 
eugenics to forced sterilisation, the record for State interference in reproductive 
choices is a grim one.
57
 This reluctance to openly advocate for reduced population 
growth did not always represent the mainstream position however; indeed, the two 
decades from 1960 generally can be said to characterise a strong preoccupation 
with population growth and its effects on the environment. This took hold not 
only in international politics but throughout global society, precipitated in part by 
academic interest and works such as the seminal text The Population Bomb,
58
 
which helped to popularise support for population policies. International law 
responded to this support through the inclusion of population concerns as a topic 
for discussion at conferences, in declarations, and in broader debates on 
sustainable development. While the urgency of this concern has since waned 
population issues have persisted on the international agenda, albeit in less direct 
ways. The international community has convened on a number of occasions to 
discuss population and its surrounding issues, and brief overview of these events 
will demonstrate the evolution of international law regarding population rights 
and responsibilities. 
 
One of the first formal expressions of a desire by the international community to 
engage in the field of population came from the 1968 International Conference on 
Human Rights in Tehran, where it was held that ―Parents have a basic human 
right to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children 
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and a right to adequate education and information in this respect.‖59 The key 
words in this proclamation obviously being the idea of exercising choice about 
family size that is both free and responsible. What these two words mean in the 
context of reproduction, and whether the two can be reconciled, has remained the 
focus of what limited discussion there has been among political actors within this 
field. An attempt to further define what a free and responsible reproductive choice 
looked like was made six years later in Bucharest, when the above right was 
affirmed with the addition of the following clarification: ―the responsibility of 
couples and individuals in the exercise of this right takes into account the needs of 
their living and future children, and their responsibilities towards the 
community.‖60 The same document required that, when formulating a population 
policy, ―consideration must be given… to the supplies and characteristics of 
natural resources and to the quality of the environment and particularly to all 
aspects of food supply including productivity of rural areas.‖61 Thus we can see a 
clear link being made between responsible reproductive choice and environmental 
wellbeing. 
 
A few years later, in 1972, the Declaration of Principles for the Preservation and 
Enhancement of the Human Environment (Stockholm Declaration)
62
 
recommended that States implement population policies as a matter of 
environmental necessity: ―[t]he natural growth of population continuously 
presents problems for the preservation of the environment, and adequate policies 
and measures should be adopted, as appropriate, to face these problems.‖63 The 
1984 International Conference on Population in Mexico City built on the 
foundation laid out in Tehran and Bucharest, affirming the importance of 
responsibility in the exercise of reproductive choice,
64
 and requiring that 
individuals consider ―the implications of their decisions for the balanced 
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development of their children and of the community and society in which they 
live.‖65  
 
It is important to note the significance of the statements arising from these 
conferences in that they introduce an element of choice and responsibility not 
found in traditionally recognised reproductive rights. For example, Article 16 of 
the UDHR holds that men and women have a right to ―found a family‖, and that 
the family unit is deserving of the protection of the State. The provision was 
codified in Article 23 of the ICCPR almost verbatim. This arguably represents a 
much more pronatalist stance than that derived from the later population-focused 
discussions: there is no explicit right not to have a family if you so choose, which 
the introduction of the element of decision in the later documents achieves.  
 
2.3.1 A Right to Contraception 
 
This idea of a right not to reproduce was finally given firm legal footing with the 
introduction of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW).This Convention includes a provision with serious 
consequences for any prospective population management programme:  
―State parties shall take all appropriate measures to … ensure on a basis of equality of 
men and women … the same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number 
and spacing of their children and to have access to the information, education and 
means to enable them to exercise these rights.‖66 
The convention thus effectively codified the idea of free and responsible 
reproductive choice which had been developed previously as a formal provision 
of international law. While contraception is not explicitly mentioned, it is clear 
that ‗the means to exercise‘ a right to decide how many and how often one has 
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children must include access to at least basic modern contraception 
technologies.
67
 
 
At an international level then, there is now not only a human right to found a 
family (as found in the ICCPR), but also the right to decide the nature of that 
family in terms of numbers and spacing of children, and further still under 
CEDAW, a right to not found a family at all. It is also clear that the decision by an 
individual(s) must be made freely - compulsion or coercion are never legally 
permissible in any effort by States to manage the rate at which their population 
grows – family size and spacing is a matter of individual choice, and not State 
policy.
68
 At the same time, the requirement of responsibility provides States a 
window of influence in that decision, enabling them to offer their citizens as much 
information as they deem necessary to make an informed choice. While there may 
be some risk that States could attempt to use this provision in a coercive manner 
to hold that certain choices can never be responsible– for example, having more 
than a certain number of children - it is unlikely that any argued absence of the 
‗responsible‘ would justify the deprivation of the ‗free‘ in matters of reproductive 
decisions, particularly given the much longer history of the right to have children 
when compared to the population control movement.
69
 
 
The 1994 Cairo Conference on Population and Development remains the most 
influential international gathering dedicated to the population issue. In developing 
a 20 year plan to address the population problem, the conference promoted what 
was called ‗reproductive health‘, drawing focus away from the traditional talking 
points of contraception and the top-down enforcement of population policies, 
towards a greater focus on rights and a ‗bottom-up‘ empowerment of women. 
Attention was directed ―away from numbers of people, population growth and 
family planning and the coercion that those terms were seen to imply, to the more 
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comprehensive language of reproductive health.‖70 The resulting document 
defined reproductive health as: 
―a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and... not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity, in all matters relating to the reproductive system 
and to its functions and processes. Reproductive health therefore implies that 
people are able to have a satisfying and safe sex life and that they have the 
capability to reproduce and the freedom to decide if, when and how often to do 
so.‖
71
 
This commitment to reproductive health, and women‘s rights more broadly, was 
further affirmed in a follow-up session of the UN General Assembly five years 
later.
72
 
 
The effect of the Cairo conference was thus a change in emphasis, with a careful 
avoidance of framing reproduction in negative terms. While this is an approach 
more in line with human rights, there are those who argue that the policy shift 
away from direct references to population growth as an environmental problem 
has had a demotivating effect on States, as ―the language of reproductive health 
did not spur enthusiasm in parliaments or in wider debate‖.73 While the 
substantive content of the conference documents does support initiatives which 
will have the effect of limiting population growth, it does so largely obliquely, 
and it is possible to lose sight of the fact that unchecked reproduction in itself –
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separate from how it occurs – might be problematic; ―[l]ost in the shuffle and 
acclaim for the Cairo agenda was the concern over population size and growth, 
issues which demographers and other population specialists still considered to be 
of great importance‖.74 While the resulting final documents do recognise that 
population issues have an environmental element,
75
 the idea that overpopulation 
might be an issue is rarely mentioned, and then referenced only in passing. 
Indeed, the UNFPA has said regarding Cairo that ―population is not about 
numbers, but about people.‖76The conference outcomes are predominantly 
devoted to promoting the rights of individuals –specifically women – and from an 
environmental standpoint the conference ―essentially limited itself to endorsing 
Agenda 21‖77, the agreement resulting from the Rio Conference two years 
earlier.
78
 Because of the broad vision and general nature of some of the issues 
discussed, some have characterised Cairo as less of a blueprint for action and 
more as ―an expression of ideals and a vision of a more just and equitable 
world‖.79 
 
The outcomes of Cairo may thus in part be responsible for a corresponding fading 
of interest in population growth by both interest groups, governments, and the 
public at large. Funding for family planning dropped sharply, and foreign aid was 
provided under a more general structure, where direct funding for contraceptives 
was regularly either ―not identified or monitored separately‖.80 While Cairo thus 
reinforced support for the need to prevent unwanted pregnancies, its effect in 
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practice may have been to confuse State obligations around population control, 
leading to what some have called ―the lost decade‖81 in which rhetoric abounded 
but State action on the population issue stalled.
82
 
 
2.3.2 From Cairo Onwards 
 
Subsequent developments have reinforced the rights-focused approach to 
population issues developed at Cairo. The Fourth World Conference on Women 
held in Beijing the following year affirmed the concept of a right to reproductive 
health, and resulted in what has been called ―the most thorough document ever 
produced by a United Nations conference on the subject of women‘s rights‖.83 
The conference adopted the existing parameters of the right to reproductive 
health, and specified that this included a ―right to make decisions concerning 
reproduction free of discrimination, coercion and violence, as expressed in human 
rights documents.‖84 With reproductive rights considered as part of a broader 
discussion of women‘s health, the final Declaration committed participant States 
to ―[t]he explicit recognition and reaffirmation of the right of all women to control 
all aspects of their health, in particular their own fertility, is basic to their 
empowerment‖.85Beijing therefore represents if not a significant advance, at very 
least a consolidation of a position on population that can only benefit the 
environmental cause and in turn, the broader human rights scheme. 
 
Subsequent reviews of this declaration have been held at five-yearly intervals, and 
by and large have further affirmed this right of women to self-determination 
regarding fertility,
86
 as well as continuing to set goals for the realisation of these 
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rights.
87
 While the +5 review in particular was characterised by ―endless hours of 
unproductive exchange‖88 over reproductive rights and in particular, the inclusion 
of abortion as an element of reproductive health, nothing in the provisions has 
changed materially. Some NGO‘s are now pushing for the organisation of a fifth 
World Conference on Women to be held in 2015 which would no doubt revisit 
these issues, though given the historical momentum behind reproductive rights it 
is unlikely that the right to reproductive freedom would be retarded in any 
significant way.
89
 Indeed, the report from the Beijing+15 summit released in 2010 
shows continued strong commitment to these rights: 
The right to bodily integrity, including sexual and reproductive health, is fundamental 
to gender equality and women‘s human rights… Women must be able to determine 
for themselves the spacing and the number of their children.
90
 
 
In the same year as the initial conference in Beijing, the Copenhagen Declaration 
on Social Development drew attention back to population‘s environmental 
impacts, though being characteristic of the times placed a very light emphasis on 
the link between the two: ―[c]ontinued growth in the world's population, its 
structure and distribution, and its relationship with poverty and social and gender 
inequality challenge the adaptive capacities of Governments, individuals, social 
institutions and the natural environment.‖91 
 
2.3.3 Population & Reproductive Rights in the 21
st
 Century 
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The establishment of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG‘s) in 2000 has 
gone some way towards re-establishing a more balanced relationship between 
reproductive rights and environmental responsibility, as it becomes increasingly 
apparent that meeting the eight development goals by the 2015 deadline will be 
―difficult or impossible to achieve with the current levels of population growth in 
the least developed countries and regions‖92. While the goals themselves ―made 
no reference to population growth and gave no recognition of its impact‖,93 MDG 
7 created a specific obligation to ensure environmental sustainability, which given 
the strong relationship between the two concepts implies some level of 
responsibility on behalf of States in managing population issues.
94
 Population 
must also be considered in respect of the other goals: for example, renewed 
commitments to ―eradicate extreme poverty and hunger‖,95 will necessarily 
require States to address environmental degradation and population growth; ―[The 
poor] are in poverty because of the lack of capacity to exercise their reproductive 
rights… That raises enormous challenges for poverty reduction‖.96 That the 
Millennium Goals imply that States must promote responsible reproductive choice 
is widely recognised, as ―expanded access to sexual and reproductive health 
services and protection of reproductive rights are essential to the achievement of 
the MDGs‖.97 In the more specific context of this paper (ensuring environmental 
integrity as a means to achieve other human rights goals), if the requirement upon 
States is to ―spare no effort‖ in the achievement of environmental sustainability, 
and if ―[p]roviding sexual and reproductive health services, and avoiding 
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unwanted births, can help stabilize population numbers... and balance natural 
resource use with the needs of the population‖ then it is obvious that States are 
obligated to do so.  
 
A review of the MDGs was held in 2010, and further affirmed international 
commitment to these goals
98
 – though again the Summit Outcome Document fails 
to explicitly recognize population growth as a MDG issue, a move described by 
some observers as a ―major oversight‖: ―it is startling that global development 
structures do not take account of this increasing squeeze on resources.‖99 On a 
more positive note, the review has led to the introduction of the Global Strategy 
for Women‘s and Children‘s Health, which is essentially a campaign promoting 
the importance of and seeking increased funding for health in the achievement of 
the MDGs. So far, $40 billion has been pledged towards the programme which 
includes contraceptive initiatives, though it is not yet known how those funds will 
be allocated.
100
 
 
Another promising future development is the prospect of population growth being 
addressed at the forthcoming Conference on Sustainable Development (referred to 
as Rio+20) to be held in 2012.
101
 While the subject is not yet identified as being a 
key theme, the Secretary-General of the conference has called for population 
growth to be explicitly included in the discussions, recognising that ―population 
growth [is] a critical emerging challenge for sustainable development‖, and 
further, ―the discussion on fertility and population growth cannot be carried out in 
isolation. It is an issue at the root of sustainable development. It has everything to 
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do with whether we are able to achieve socially equitable and environmentally 
sustainable economic progress.‖102 
 
We can thus see from the above analysis that reproductive rights are well 
established in international law, centred on the concept of free and responsible 
choice, and inclusive of access to the contraceptive technologies that this implies. 
At the same time there is an on-going conflict between the desire to respect the 
personal autonomy of individuals in their reproductive choices, and the need to 
slow or reverse population growth to ease the strain on the planet‘s resources. 
How then are States to reconcile these two objectives and manage population 
issues in a way that protects both the environment –necessary for the achievement 
of human rights to food, water, and health – and the reproductive rights set out 
above? This paper will now examine some past examples of population policy, 
with the goal of evaluating how successful previous strategies have been in 
walking this fine line. 
 
2.4  Lessons Learned – A Brief Overview of some Human Rights/Population 
Policy tensions 
 
The first and perhaps most important lesson to take from past examples of 
population policy is that coercion is not only contrary to the reproductive rights 
discussed above, but also an unsuccessful strategy for creating long term 
demographic change. Any population policy which tries to forcibly determine the 
number of children a person has runs the risk of violating some or all of the 
following rights: the right to security of the person,
103
 the right not to be subjected 
to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,
104
 the right 
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to found a family,
105
 the right to be free from arbitrary or unlawful interference 
with the family,
106
 the right to health,
107
 and of course, the right to reproductive 
health.
108
 Because those most likely to become victims of coercive population 
policies are likely to also belong to some particular group –such as an ethnic 
minority, the medically vulnerable,
109
 or the very poor– such practices can also 
raise questions around violations of the rights relating to equality and non-
discrimination,
110
 including gender,
111
 disability,
112
 and social class.
113
 As if any 
additional confirmation of illegitimacy were needed, a General Recommendation 
has also been issued under CEDAW stating that ―[c]ompulsory sterilization or 
abortion adversely affects women's physical and mental health, and infringes the 
right of women to decide on the number and spacing of their children.‖114 Despite 
the inevitability of violating at least some of these rights, both India and China 
have resorted to force in past population policies.  
 
In India, the 1970‘s heralded the peak of the government-initiated frenzy 
surrounding population growth, which saw forced sterilisation peak at 8.1 million 
per year.
115
 While initial efforts focused on male slum dwellers, later sterilisation 
programmes focused on women: even today, sterilisation accounts for 75% of 
total contraception – and 95% of sterilisations are female.116 Besides the highly 
questionable nature of these actions both in terms of the procedure itself, and its 
discriminatory target audience, it has since been noted that this policy also failed 
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on the environmental front – it did not create widespread change in reproductive 
behaviours: ―the dismantling of coercive family planning programs implemented 
in India under Indira Gandhi resulted in a substantial backlash against family 
planning‖,117 with the experience creating ―a population that mistrusts government 
efforts to deal with increasing population growth‖118 thereby jeopardising future 
efforts in this regard.  
 
China‘s well-known One Child policy provides another example of the failure of 
coercion as a population policy tool. The policy applies a set of incentives for 
couples to have only one child,
119
 as well as disincentives for those who might 
consider more; 
―Among the incentives offered by provincial governments to families limiting 
themselves to one child were monthly welfare or nutritional allowances; priorities 
in housing, education, and medical care; and expanded maternity benefits. 
Among the disincentives for offenders were fines for extra births; deduction of a 
percentage of salary; and withdrawal of maternity leave, health coverage, and 
allowances. The Chinese program is also characterized by intense peer pressure 
targeted at those who, by having more than one child, put their ‗selfish‘ interests 
over those of their community.‖120 
In the event that the above measures prove ineffective in discouraging couples 
from having more than one child, the threat of physical coercion from the State 
looms - though technically outlawed in 2002, the use of direct force as well as 
physical intimidation, damage to property, and psychological persecution 
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continues to be documented.
121
 The implementation of the policy has therefore 
indisputably led to the violation of human rights. While no amount of progress in 
easing environmental pressure can compensate for these violations, it is exactly 
these societal benefits which the Chinese government uses to justify its 
deprivation of individual rights – so are these claims of population miracles valid? 
While the lifetime fertility rate fell from 2.75 in the year the policy was 
introduced, to just 1.54 today,
122
 it is important to note that the Chinese population 
growth rate was already on a path of rapid decline prior to the introduction of the 
policy.
123
 It is estimated that a ‗natural‘ change down to a total fertility rate of 
around 2.1 could have been expected in the absence of the policy. While it is 
estimated that this difference between the ‗natural‘ value and that resulting from 
the policy ―releases 24% more resources for the family and national investment‖, 
there are questions as to whether these gains would last were the coercive 
elements of the policy lifted.  
―[T]he less obvious point about coercive family planning practices is that they are not 
necessarily any more effective than programs respecting individual choice. Research 
comparing China‘s fertility rates with fertility rates in the Indian state of Kerala, 
which is characterised by voluntary programs and advances in education, health and 
status of women, showed lower fertility rates in Kerala despite a higher fertility rate 
originally.‖124 
 
The above examples show that any political strategy that truly aims to address the 
long-term environmental consequences of a population-resource imbalance cannot 
rely on force as a means to achieving a sustainable change in reproductive 
behaviour. Not only does such a track inevitably lead to violations of reproductive 
and other human rights, but it fails to address the motivations behind high fertility 
– any slackening of the coercive measures is likely to lead to a return to previous 
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levels of elevated birth rates. In other words, we cannot force people to have 
fewer children – it is not only wrong both legally and ethically, but ultimately also 
ineffective as a long-term strategy for reducing environmental pressure and thus 
improving global standards of living. In the absence of coercion, States are instead 
left with the strategy of motivating individuals to choose low fertility. Some 
proven strategies for achieving this in a way that aligns with human rights values 
are explored in the following section of this paper. 
 
2.5 Setting out a Human Rights Approach to Population 
 
Chapter One of this thesis sought to establish the need for States to recognise the 
imperative of environmental protection as a precondition for the achievement of 
human rights, as well as establishing the capacity for human rights protection to 
facilitate the protection of the environment. In the discussion above, this thesis has 
considered the case for population management (in conjunction with efforts to 
move towards lower per capita consumption) as a key tool to preventing 
environmental degradation and the negative impacts on the achievement of the 
legally guaranteed rights to life, food, water and health that accompany it. A brief 
examination of the human rights ‗risks‘ of attempts to manage population growth 
rates has revealed the sometimes unsavoury aspects of such policies historically, 
at least partially explaining the shadow of human rights abuse that has so dogged 
discussions of this topic. The remainder of this paper will be dedicated to the task 
of demonstrating that far from being a questionable practice of State 
manipulation, population management can be the means to achieve a great many 
of the key determinants of a world in which human rights are truly a universal 
reality.  
 
It is contended that not only is the realisation of human rights the goal of 
population management, but that it is also the means by which such a goal can be 
achieved. To frame the argument more simply, in order to achieve human rights, 
we must enforce human rights. This is not as self-evident as it may appear, since, 
as the discussion which follows will demonstrate, the type of human rights 
required to be enforced may not obviously correlate to the human right for which 
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such enforcement is needed: it is not immediately apparent to the uninformed 
observer what dividends the enforcement of the right to education may pay out in 
terms of the human right to adequate food. However, it is now widely recognised 
among human rights observers (and equally well established in law) that human 
rights generally are interrelated, depending on and feeding into one another to the 
point where the link is so strong as to be undeniable. In terms of the current 
example under discussion, it is greatly encouraging to find that in a field most 
often dominated by dire predictions and disheartening statistics, the positive tool 
of human rights law provides our best hope: ―[t]he most effective solution to the 
population problem also happens to be the most ethical.‖125 This idea of existing 
human rights as the best means for States to manage population growth and 
thereby meet their environmental duties inherent to those human rights 
mechanisms will be focus of the following section. 
 
2.5.1 Necessary Rights for a Sustainable Population 
 
In absolute terms the need for population management is one that is set only to 
increase as the rise in human numbers leads to a corresponding rise in the 
demographic most affected by such policies: ―the number of women of 
reproductive age will rise from 1.3 billion in 1990 to 2.1 billion by 2050.‖126 It is 
therefore vital that a strategy is promptly developed which will provide these 
women and their families with the tools and motivation to make reproductive 
decisions that are responsible in terms of the environment and thus human rights. 
This focus on women is not only consistent with the rights-based programme 
developed at Cairo, but also reflects the reality that the most effective way to 
reduce population growth in the long-term is to make improvements to the lives of 
women. Enforcing the human rights which are already the legal entitlement of 
women is therefore not only a step forward on that front alone, but is also (as will 
be shown) the best way to reduce population growth rates and thereby ease 
environmental pressure.  
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This approach recognises the responsibility that women have in making 
reproductive choices, but equally recognises that ―women have this kind of 
responsibility to society only when society fulfils its responsibility to them by 
treating them with dignity, respect, and equality, and by meeting basic social 
needs.‖127 Achieving these goods will require the fuller realisation of a number of 
existing human rights provisions, without which any population policy cannot 
succeed in providing a long-term, rights-compliant brake on population growth. 
There are essentially four key rights which, if fully realised, have the potential to 
dramatically change reproductive behaviour in favour of smaller families – access 
to contraception, education, health, and gender equality. These four rights are 
strongly interconnected, with advances in one often paying dividends in another. 
 
2.6 Access to Contraception 
 
The first element of this approach is also arguably the most important, and draws 
upon the right to reproductive health previously set out in this Chapter. It is 
important to recall that the right of access to contraception is not reliant on any 
generous interpretation of the right to health, but is instead a right that has been 
explicitly enumerated in Article 16 of CEDAW as the right of persons to ―decide 
freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have 
access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these 
rights‖.128 States are thus already legally obligated to meet the demand for 
contraception, and a recent United Nations Population Fund report has reiterated 
this fact in its clear statement that ―[c]ontraceptive information and services are a 
human right‖, based upon ―the right to equality and non-discrimination; the right 
to privacy; the right to determine the number, spacing, and timing of one‘s 
children; the right to life; the right to health; the right to information; the right to 
enjoy the benefits of scientific progress; and the right to be free from torture or 
cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment.‖129 
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Despite the fact that most States are therefore already under this obligation,
130
 and 
despite the centrality of the realisation of this right to population goals, the 
statistics for unmet contraceptive demand show that these obligations are not 
currently being met – United Nations estimates suggest that more than 215 million 
women worldwide are not having their contraceptive needs met – these women 
―want to postpone their next pregnancy but are not using modern contraceptives, 
either because they don‘t have access to them or because their families object.‖131 
In developing countries, often singled out for their high growth rates, the problem 
is particularly severe as ―one in four sexually active women who want to avoid 
becoming pregnant have an unmet need for modern contraception. These women 
account for 82% of unintended pregnancies in the developing world.‖132This 
figures are extremely telling as much of the discussion around population policies 
proceeds as though the difficulty lies in convincing people of the benefits of 
having fewer children, when the reality is that a huge proportion of the fertile 
demographic would choose to have a smaller family were the option available. 
This is evident from the experience of countries where increased access to 
contraceptives has had a downward effect upon fertility – which is nearly 
everywhere: ―All societies with unconstrained access to fertility regulation, 
including abortion, experience a rapid decline to replacement levels of fertility, 
and often lower.‖133As such, a large part of continued population growth can be 
attributed not –or at the very least, not solely- to a failure of States to motivate 
people toward lower fertility, but simply to an absence of ability for families to 
make the reproductive choices that they otherwise desire. As much as 38% of 
population growth
134
 can be attributed to the fact that women who want to have 
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fewer babies are not able to do this, and simply meeting this basic need could 
have a tremendous effect on the success of population policies: ―[i]n many 
countries, targeted demographic goals could be achieved simply by satisfying 
existing demand for contraception.‖135 Educating both men and women about 
contraception methods and side-effects, increasing a woman‘s power in domestic 
situations, and most importantly, actually providing access to contraception in a 
way that truly makes it a realistic option would drop birth rates dramatically. 
 
Improving access to contraception is perhaps the aspect of the proposed approach 
that most closely echoes traditional population policy tactics, in that it centres 
around increasing the use of contraceptive technologies. Unlike some of the 
policies adopted in the past however, the focus of this approach is not to impose 
the use of contraception from without, but to empower those who would already 
choose to adopt such practices with the means to do so. Women are thus seen not 
as victims of such a policy, but as the drivers of their own change. Access to 
contraception must mean exactly that: that methods are available for those who 
want to use them. There must be conscious acknowledgement that just as a failure 
of access amounts to a breach of human rights law, so to does unfair pressure or 
coercion. Providers must thus be very careful to provide accurate information and 
contraceptive care without pressuring people to make choices that do not reflect 
their personal wishes. 
 
The interrelated nature of the four approaches to population control begins to be 
revealed when one considers the role of education in influencing access to 
contraception – the less educated a woman is, the more likely she is to lack the 
means to control her fertility.
136
 While this undoubtedly reflects an inequity in 
knowledge about contraceptive technologies, it also indicates the advantages of 
education in providing both the confidence and often, independence and financial 
means to access and use these tools. Indeed, the key determinants of contraception 
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uptake are ―women‘s education and labour force participation, improvements in 
child survival, and changing social expectations‖,137 all of which are addressed 
under the rights discussed in this approach. As a result of advances in these rights, 
significant new demand for fertility control can be expected to emerge and 
providing the contraceptive resources required to allow them to do this will be a 
task that can only increase in scale and importance.  
 
Another example of the feedback system that comes into play with this approach 
to population policy is that of contraception‘s role in lowering the infant mortality 
rate. Women who can control their fertility are more likely to wait longer after the 
birth of a child before conceiving another one. Not only does this reduce lifetime 
fertility rates, but it also frees up the time, health and nutritional resources of the 
mother, giving babies a better chance of survival; ―When a woman becomes 
pregnant less than six months after a previous birth, her baby is 2.5 times more 
likely to die than a child conceived three years after the previous birth.‖138 
 
It is all too easy to imagine the cost of providing contraception being cited as a 
potential barrier to access. While ensuring that adequate contraception is available 
for those who wish to use it will require an outlay of resources that many States 
may claim is not possible for them to achieve, the return on such an investment is 
significant. For every dollar spent on avoiding an unwanted pregnancy, States 
make savings in the form of the costs of securing rights to food, health, education, 
and so forth.
139
 Even besides the costs to society of women bearing children that 
they neither want nor feel that they can support, providing women with the means 
to control their fertility will lead to savings in other areas – for example in health 
and education.
140
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For all the future dividends it provides, the immediate cost of meeting unmet 
demand for contraception is not so great as to be unachievable. It is estimated that 
the cost of meeting one year‘s worth of global contraceptive demand would be 
equivalent to only two week‘s worth of the total global military budget.141 Even in 
the mid-term, action on this front provides a solid return:  
―In many countries, every dollar spent on family planning saves at least four 
dollars that would otherwise be spent treating complications arising from 
unplanned pregnancies‖142 
Arguably, meeting the unmet demand for contraception is one of the key ways in 
which the kind of transboundary obligation that will be discussed in Chapter 
Three might be met. Since it is in the interests of all States to reduce population 
growth globally in order to secure a fully functioning environment, it is further 
arguable that should a State require international assistance in providing adequate 
contraception to meet the needs of its people then refusal would not only be short-
sighted, but potentially illegal under existing human rights law.  
 
The importance of this basic element of population policy – providing fertility 
control for those who do not currently have access to such – cannot be overstated. 
A comprehensive redirection of resources towards achieving this right is an 
essential part of an approach to reducing the environmental harm caused by 
excessive population growth, with a view to the eventual achievement of the 
rights to life, food, water and health. The more holistic ‗reproductive health‘ 
position adopted at the Cairo conference has succeeded in raising awareness of 
other needs besides the pure provision of contraception, but it is argued that this 
has also led to a diversion of funds from what can be called the front line of any 
population policy.
143
 While the introduction of the Millennium Goals has created 
new pressure to meet global needs, funding for family planning programmes has 
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simultaneously declined.
144
 The irony of this has not been lost on commentators, 
as ―[t]he failure of the U.S. and other donor nations to make good on promises to 
expand voluntary family planning services, more than any other single policy 
failure, could impede progress on all the other MDG goals.‖145 It is thus vital that 
this trend be reversed, and a reconcentration of political energy and resources 
towards the universal provision of contraception be encouraged. 
 
While the problem of unmet demand is an old one, this does not obviate the fact 
that the provision of contraception remains arguably the most important element 
of any population policy in terms of ensuring the effectiveness of the overall 
strategy. Advances in the availability of contraception would lead to immediate 
reductions in fertility; in addition, the success of the rights discussed below in 
further influencing reproductive choices depends upon such access. The rights to 
education, health, and gender equality will only be effective in changing 
reproductive behaviour if the increased demand for contraception that the 
realisation of these rights is likely to lead to can be met. This right is thus the 
cornerstone of a human rights approach to population policy. 
 
2.7 The Right to Education 
 
The second element of a human rights approach to population control is that of 
education, and more specifically, women’s education. The right to education has a 
long history in international law, particularly as part of the UDHR and in Article 
13 of the ICESCR.
146
 Article 10 of CEDAW goes further in explicitly recognising 
the right of women to education, requiring States to ensure that educational 
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opportunities are available equally to both men and women, and that particular 
emphasis is given to ―access to specific educational information to help to ensure 
the health and well-being of families, including information and advice on family 
planning‖.147 
 
That education is a key influence of reproductive behaviour is well established: 
―the health of women and their control over their reproductive lives are closely 
tied to their level of education.‖148 Education seems to influence fertility in three 
key ways: it raises the average age at which women get married, it increases the 
likelihood that they will use contraception, and it leads people to desire a smaller 
family size.
149
 The relationship is particularly strong when girls receive secondary 
schooling.
150
 It is immediately apparent why achieving universal education for 
women influences reproductive behaviour towards smaller families. In the first 
instance, it increases the likelihood of women having a basic understanding of 
hygiene and disease mechanisms – things like knowing the importance of basic 
nutrition, knowing basic germ warfare strategies like the washing of hands, and 
knowing when to seek medical assistance. These seemingly small advances in 
knowledge have a huge influence on overall health, in turn increasing the 
likelihood of the children of such women surviving.
151
 As will be discussed, a 
lower infant mortality rate leads to a reduction in lifetime fertility,
152
 so the 
advantages of education even in this small respect are already huge. ―Educated 
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women can recognize the importance of health care and know how to seek it for 
themselves and their children.‖153 
 
Education of women has another disproportionately large pay-off in terms of 
fertility – it increases economic and social status. The likelihood of a woman 
taking up employment or assuming a public position is greatly enhanced as her 
level of education rises.
154
This in turn increases the chances of a heightened 
economic status. All of these factors help women to gain independence – if a 
woman is valued beyond the confines of the home, she is more likely to seek such 
opportunities rather than restricting herself to childbearing and homemaking as 
the only prospect of achieving ‗value‘ in society. Likewise, if a woman can 
achieve some level of economic worth besides as a producer of child labour, the 
males in her life are less likely to encourage large families at the expense of liquid 
capital. On a more prosaic level, an educated woman is more likely to be aware of 
contraceptive options, and less fearful of the process of obtaining and using such. 
Thus we can see that ―education can influence women‘s reproduction in several 
ways: by increasing knowledge of fertility, increasing socioeconomic status, and 
changing attitudes about fertility control‖.155The statistics strongly bear out this 
link between female education and fertility: ―women with no education want more 
children than women with primary or higher education.‖156 One example of this 
truth in action can be found in Ethiopia, where ―women with a high-school or 
higher education want just 1.5 children, while Ethiopian women with no 
education want an average of 4.6 children.‖157 The Indian state of Kerala provides 
another example, where the normal pattern of fertility decline has been defied, 
achieving a two-child family norm and a replacement level birth rate despite a 
consistently high level of poverty – a success often attributed to its 100% literacy 
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rate.
158
 Iran provides yet another national example, where the 1980‘s and ‗90‘s 
saw fertility plummet as women‘s access to education and literacy rates 
climbed.
159
 In terms of overall gains, improving access to education for women 
should be an absolute priority of any population policy as it reduces fertility 
motivation on a number of fronts. When provided in conjunction with universal 
access to contraception, no other approach supplies the same ‗value for money‘ as 
ensuring universal education, since the gains for the State lie not only with 
reduced fertility, but a flow-on reduction in health costs and a broadening of the 
economic resource base as the available workforce grows proportionate to the 
number of women taking up these new opportunities.  
 
2.8 The Right to Health: Reducing the demand for high fertility 
 
The third prong of this human rights approach to population management is to 
enforce the human right to health as contained in the ICESCR, CRC, and 
CEDAW, particularly as it relates to neonatal and early childhood health. The 
right to health guaranteed in the first of these instruments includes ―[t]he 
provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant mortality and for the 
healthy development of the child‖160, while Article 12(2) of CEDAW specifically 
obliges States to ―ensure to women appropriate services in connection with 
pregnancy, confinement and the post-natal period, granting free services where 
necessary, as well as adequate nutrition during pregnancy and lactation‖161. To 
further emphasise the obligation of States in this regard, Millennium Development 
goals Four and Five require large reductions in both infant and maternal mortality. 
A greater concentration of resources towards the full realisation of these rights is 
one of the key steps that must be taken in any attempt to lower worldwide fertility 
and thus ensure the protection of all other rights. That lowering the infant 
mortality rate is an important goal in itself is not in question, as preventing 
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needless death –particularly of a child- is naturally recognised as an essential duty 
of those who subscribe to the very idea of human rights.
162
 However, an added 
and often overlooked bonus is the flow-on change in reproductive behaviour that 
broadly corresponds to a reduction in childhood deaths. It is estimated that the 
universal provision of family planning together with health services would 
prevent as many as 44% of newborn deaths
163
 - a drastic reduction by any 
measure.  
 
The relationship between IMR and fertility is fairly self-evident, as ―[l]ower infant 
and child mortality can lead to lower fertility rates through a reduced need for 
replacement births to achieve a given target family size‖.164 In other words, 
parents who appreciate that a child has no assurance of survival are much more 
likely to have multiple births, to ‗insure‘ against the inevitability of one, if not 
more, of those children dying. Meeting the right to health and more specifically, 
the right to maternal and neonatal health should thus be a priority of those wishing 
to limit fertility, as doing so removes much of the underlying motivation for larger 
families.  
 
States wishing to influence fertility in this way must take direct action in 
implementing the right to maternal and neonatal health through the provision of 
basic medical advantages such as vaccines, antibiotics, and midwifery care.
165
 The 
importance of contraception as a further tool for lower infant mortality rates has 
already been discussed, as well as the impact of education for the same. Fewer 
children, born further apart, place less tax on a mother‘s health and family 
resources, increasing the likelihood of a healthy baby. While women remain the 
primary caregivers of young children, their knowledge of nutrition and hygiene 
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has a direct influence on their ability to prevent life-threatening disease in their 
children. While a lowered IMR will not immediately create a lowered fertility 
rate,
166
 and questions remain as to the nature of the relationship,
167
 the link is 
nevertheless strong enough that it cannot be ignored. Full realisation of the right 
to health is thus an integral part of a human rights approach to population control. 
In this respect, we find that the rights to food and water will again emerge as 
examples of the interdependence of human rights – given their importance in 
terms of permitting the right to health to be achieved, it is imperative that nutrition 
and sanitation are addressed as part of the package of rights aimed at reducing 
population growth.
168
 
 
2.9 Gender Equality: Social, Legal, Economic & Cultural 
 
The fourth and final way in which States can significantly influence reproductive 
behaviour is also the most difficult to achieve, as it relies on changing underlying 
attitudes and societal norms. On the other hand, advances in this area underpin the 
realisation of the rights discussed previously, meaning that it cannot be ignored in 
any practical discussion of changing fertility behaviour. Improving the equality of 
women in social, legal, economic and cultural terms is vital to the ability of 
women to exercise their other rights, and a responsibility that has long existed in 
international law. The right to gender equality has a strong history, dating back to 
Article 2 of the UDHR with its broad prohibition of discrimination on the grounds 
of sex.
169
 The right is also contained in the Vienna Declaration, requiring ―the full 
and equal participation of women in political, civil, economic, social and cultural 
life, at the national, regional and international levels, and the eradication of all 
forms of discrimination on grounds of sex‖170. However, in terms of legal weight 
the right is perhaps best set out in CEDAW, with Article 5 specifically addressing 
the problem of raising the social status of women by requiring that 
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―States Parties shall take all appropriate measures:  
(a) To modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and 
women, with a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices and 
customary and all other practices which are based on the idea of the 
inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles 
for men and women‖ 
Articles 11, 13 and 15 of the same convention guarantee women employment, 
economic and legal rights equal to that of men, including the rights to form 
contracts, obtain credit, and administer property. 
 
Enforcing these rights through calculated policy action to improve the social and 
legal status of women is not only a requirement of law, but a precondition to 
lowered fertility. This recognises the fact that reproduction patterns are 
―inextricably linked to the status and roles of women in their homes and 
societies‖,171 and transformations in the former may well be impossible without 
addressing imbalances in the latter. While States are largely not able to impose 
social change from above, they can facilitate its evolution through legislative 
changes in a number of areas: improvements in contract, employment, divorce 
and family laws can allow women greater independence and domestic power – 
particularly important in societies where women make reproductive choices not to 
align with their own values, but rather to satisfy those on whom they rely for 
access to income or existing children.  
 
The importance of achievements in women‘s access to education has been 
discussed above, but it is important to note the positive influence that this can also 
exert on social status: ―[e]ducation may also affect the distribution of authority 
within households, whereby women may increase their authority with husbands, 
and affect fertility and use of family planning.‖172 Economic independence is 
another significant determinant of fertility,
173
 so having control over finances can 
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influence women towards having fewer children – States need to enable this 
through changes in contract and finance laws where necessary, so that women 
everywhere are able to operate on an equal legal and economic playing field as 
independent financial personalities.
174
 The provision of microfinance to women 
has seen particular success in terms of influencing reproductive choice towards 
having fewer children.
175
 Political equality is perhaps the ‗final frontier‘ of gender 
equality, and a right which in practice has yet to be fully realised even in those 
States which pride themselves on their human rights records.
176
 It is however part 
of the larger picture of social equality, and an area in which legislative change or 
even positive discrimination to achieve political representation of women could 
help to increase the perceived value of females outside of the traditional role of 
childbearing, further discouraging large families as a sign of social success.  
 
A concerted effort is required on the behalf of States to ensure that these rights are 
not merely choices available in theory yet prohibited by social realities, but rather 
are genuinely available as a matter of everyday practice. A full realisation of the 
human right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of gender would see 
legal and social status become gender neutral, and States‘ efforts to achieve this 
will advance not just the position of women but the interests of society as a whole 
as childbearing ceases to become the dominant means of value recognition, 
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lowering lifetime fertility rates and in turn easing environmental resource 
pressure. 
 
2.10 Summary: Human Rights as a Tool for achieving Human Rights 
 
The above discussion has set out four key areas of concentration that, tackled 
together, will allow States to reliably and significantly reduce their population 
growth rates while at the same time not only respecting, but improving human 
rights. That meeting contraceptive need is the absolute priority is illustrated by the 
fact that while the other three areas of action (education, gender equality, and 
reduction of the infant mortality rate) are requirements of human rights 
instruments and certainly have an impact upon fertility, their impact alone cannot 
significantly alter fertility behaviour in the absence of reliable contraceptive 
methods.  
 
Further, while the rights to education, health, and gender equality are 
unquestionably important to fertility change, their impact is comparatively 
minimal when measured against that of contraceptives alone. For example, 
―changing educational composition in India explains only about 20 per cent of 
fertility change‖ as ―[m]ost of the change is due to fertility decline among 
illiterate women‖, a pattern that has been made possible with greater access to 
contraceptives.
177
 Even changes in gender equality are not sufficient on their own 
to create fertility change: ―[i]n some countries in which gender inequity is 
increasing we nonetheless observe rapid fertility decline. This suggests that… we 
should perhaps be less insistent about the predictive value of gender variables.‖178 
While this does not in any way mean that States are excused from meeting their 
obligations under these rights –after all, a great weight of research lies behind a 
strong link between them and fertility- it does indicate that the first ground of 
action ought to be to providing access to contraception. It is argued that a far 
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greater priority must be placed upon realising the right to contraception, in 
particular, that funding for this cause must more than double: 
―The total cost of meeting current need and unmet need would amount to $6.7 billion 
annually (in 2008 dollars)—$3.1 billion for current services and $3.6 billion for 
extending those services to all women with unmet need for effective 
contraceptives.‖179 
While this may seem a heavy demand (particularly in light of the recent global 
financial instability) it has been the intention of this Chapter to show that such an 
investment is necessary in order to achieve not only the realisation of that right, 
but also potentially all human rights in its power to ease environmental 
degradation and thus free up resources to enable a well-fed, properly hydrated, 
healthy global citizenry. 
 
All four of the strategies discussed above require no more than the realisation of 
existing human rights, yet together provide perhaps the most effective means of 
preventing what is the biggest threat not only to the concept of human rights, but 
to human life itself. Environmental degradation already threatens the rights to life, 
food, water and health. This degradation is caused not only by patterns of resource 
consumption, but the overall number of consumers. By slowing human population 
growth, we can slow the rate at which this degradation occurs. Slowing population 
growth in turn requires us to refocus energy and resources on those human rights 
which are most influential upon reproductive behaviour. Carried through to their 
fullest realisation, the rights to education, health, gender equality, and access to 
contraception will undeniably lead to a reduction in population growth rates, and 
may thus hold the key to improving access to resources and in turn the human 
condition, perhaps to the point where it will become possible to speak of the 
universal achievement of all human rights as a reality. Certainly, the continued 
neglect of these rights not only amounts to the violation of such in and of itself, 
but can effectively amount to the violation of other rights such as life, food, water 
and health, as such inaction can only encourage high fertility and in turn the kind 
of resource overload that is already preventing some States from meeting their 
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obligations under these rights. ―Meeting the basic human needs of growing 
populations is dependent on a healthy environment.‖180 
 
While it may seem trite to essentially advocate for the realisation of human rights 
as a means of achieving, in turn, human rights, the argument‘s merit lies in its 
ability to better direct the resources necessary to achieve this. While the violation 
of rights to food and water –and thus arguably, life itself – undeniably requires 
immediate action, the simple provision of international aid fails to address the 
causative factors of such violations: it amounts to the ambulance at the bottom of 
the cliff, and represents an ultimately unsustainable approach to a problem that is 
set only to worsen. By focusing on other rights, the rights which essentially act as 
preconditions to the achievement of the basic rights, both individual States and the 
international community can ensure a more efficient deployment of resources – 
and a better chance in of achieving long-term change to resolve the issues which 
lead to resource scarcity in the first place. International action must focus on 
enforcing the rights of women to education, to social and legal equality, to health 
care, and most critically, to contraception: This is the only effective and humane 
route to enabling people to make the reproductive choices necessary to alleviate 
the growing strain on global environmental resources, and thus give us a fighting 
chance of meeting our obligations under international human rights law. 
 
The above case study of population growth as an environmental threat capable of 
being addressed through the targeted enforcement of existing human rights law is 
intended to demonstrate the possibilities that this approach could enable. The law 
as it exists in its present form provides us with a powerful tool to advance the 
cause of the environment and in doing so, human well-being. This approach 
makes no demands of the international community that it has not already pledged 
to meet – what is required is simply that greater resources and political will are 
directed to ensure the practical realisation of those rights which will have the most 
influence upon the success of the human rights regime as a whole. If this is 
achieved, a great burden will be lifted not only from the lives of those individual 
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women whose rights have been realised, but from the ecological systems which 
we rely upon to sustain human life. 
Although the focus of this approach -population management- has gained a 
reputation as being one of the more difficult and controversial topics to address in 
terms of human rights, when employed in the context described in this paper it 
actually represents a legally conservative and ethically upstanding opportunity for 
the international community to make progress towards meeting their future human 
rights obligations. However, as was noted in the earlier stages of this Chapter, 
population is only one element of a more pervasive problem surrounding 
humanity‘s interactions with the environment. While easing population pressure 
upon resources is of critical importance, it is unlikely that this alone will allow us 
to reach a balance in the patterns of consumption which will determine our ability 
to universally realise human rights standards. As such, this paper will now 
progress to a discussion of a second, parallel approach to addressing 
environmental threats to human rights – that of expanding the boundaries of the 
existing law to incorporate direct environmental responsibilities within human 
rights instruments. 
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“The environment is not an abstraction but represents the living space, the 
quality of life and the very health of human beings, including generations 
unborn.” 
- International Court of Justice 
181
 
 
“[M]an's environment, the natural and the man-made, are essential to his 
well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human rights--even the right to life 
itself." 
- Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
182
 
 
 
CHAPTER THREE:  
HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
 
 
The Link between the Environment and Human Rights Law 
 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the legal relationship between the 
environment and human rights, both as it has developed over time and as it 
currently stands. Of particular concern will be the question of how existing human 
rights law incorporates elements of environmental protection, with the ultimate 
objective of assessing whether the level of protection currently provided is 
adequate to meet human rights goals. The following analysis will show that while 
the existing law does contain a number of provisions that could be used to demand 
some level of environmental protection, as yet the scope and application of these 
is limited. This Chapter will set the stage for a consideration in Chapter Four of 
the means by which these provisions ought to be strengthened so as to provide the 
necessary protection. 
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3.1 Historical development 
 
Traditionally, the link between the environment and human rights has been largely 
neglected in both literature and practice, with experts from both spheres 
advocating for their causes in isolation from each other. Government as well as 
academic structures have historically reflected this, allowing limited scope for 
cross-disciplinary consideration of these issues.
183
 This has been particularly true 
in legal terms, where ―we treat the environment and human rights through 
separate frameworks and approaches, as if they were somehow unrelated, failing 
to address the natural, symbiotic relationship that exists between the two‖.184 
However, with the growth in our understanding of the human consequences of 
environmental degradation, there has been a corresponding increase in awareness 
of the interdependence of the two subjects, particularly in academic circles. Many 
modern environmental problems not only span borders and affect territories and 
resources far beyond the locale from which they originate, but impact on human 
well-being in complex ways that are only now beginning to be understood.
185
 
These factors have made the involvement of the international human rights regime 
in hitherto solely ‗environmental‘ problems a necessary development. A recent 
example of the depth of this relationship is that of the widely-publicised East 
African famine – attributed in large part to a severe drought that has been linked 
to climate change.
186
 Although the situation has been exacerbated by human 
conflict and political factors, deteriorating environmental conditions have 
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undeniably been a determining factor behind the chronic hunger of an estimated 
8.8 million people
187
 - a sobering reminder of the impossibility of ignoring the 
environmental elements of human rights crises. 
 
The increase in our understanding of this relationship has led many scholars from 
the environmental sciences, law, and philosophy to become progressively more 
vocal regarding the need for an explicit recognition of this link; advocating for 
future collaboration in this area on the grounds that ―[m]odern society requires an 
universal ethical and legal discourse that can correlate human dignity and 
ecological justice, human rights and the integrity of nature, and the rights of the 
present generations and future generations‖188. This kind of support has 
accumulated to the point where in academic terms at least, it is now well 
recognised that ―[s]ustainable and utilisable natural resources are a prerequisite 
for a life of dignity.‖189 However, academic commentary alone is not sufficient to 
rectify the problems of environmental disintegrity, and it is the way that this link 
is recognised in law that is the greatest concern. 
 
In the legal realm, the natural difference between human rights and environmental 
law and the symbiosis that exists between them despite these, is perhaps best 
summarised as follows: 
―The primary objective of human rights law is to allow individual self-actualization 
by protecting each person from abuse of power by State agents, and by ensuring that 
basic needs can be fulfilled. States must also exercise due diligence to prevent human 
rights violations by nonstate actors. Environmental law, in turn, seeks to protect and 
preserve the basic living and nonliving resources and ecological processes on which 
all life depends. A human rights approach to environmental protection partly 
integrates the two subject areas by seeking to ensure that the natural world does not 
deteriorate to the point where internationally guaranteed rights such as the rights to 
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health, life, property, a family and private life, culture, and safe drinking water are 
seriously impaired.‖
190
 
Thus, the idea that international environmental law and international human rights 
law will always operate as totally isolated (or even opposing) regimes begins to 
lose credence as it becomes clear that the two disciplines share some common 
goals – at the very least, environmental protection to the extent that is necessary to 
secure the basic needs of humankind.
191
 Put simply, ―protection of ecosystem 
services is closely and intrinsically linked to the protection of human rights 
because people are integral parts of ecosystems‖.192 How the law has recognised 
this link in practice is a central concern of this paper in the Chapters that follow. 
 
 
3.2 The development of the relationship at international law 
 
International institutions are increasingly recognising the rights-environment 
relationship and are now starting to adopt a more holistic approach to human 
rights. While a great number of international instruments from diverse areas of 
speciality now reference environmental concerns, in the following sections I focus 
solely upon the development of this link by agencies whose mandate lies directly 
within the human rights field.
193
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In 1990 the UN General Assembly approved a resolution concerning the ―[n]eed 
to ensure a healthy environment for the well-being of individuals‖194. In its 
preamble, the resolution explicitly recognised that ―a better and healthier 
environment can help contribute to the full enjoyment of human rights by all‖, as 
well as ―the fact that increasing environmental degradation could endanger the 
very basis of life‖.195 Two years later, the 1992 Rio Conference on Environment 
and Development resulted in a declaration stating that ―human beings… are 
entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature‖. The Aarhus 
Convention followed in 1998, which insisted that ―adequate protection of the 
environment is essential to human well-being and the enjoyment of basic human 
rights, including the right to life itself.‖196  
 
The Millennium Goals, while not strictly aligned with the human rights project, 
nevertheless closely parallel many of the goals of this movement. Adopted by 
General Assembly resolution in 2000, the goals focus on development and the 
alleviation of poverty, and are based on the principle of ―a collective 
responsibility to uphold the principles of human dignity, equality and equity at the 
global level‖.197 Eight goals were articulated as being of primary importance 
within the scheme, and it is significant that while seven of these focused on issues 
traditionally thought of as falling under a human rights mandate (such as gender 
equality and access to education), environmental sustainability was also included 
in this list. Thus we can see yet another indication of a growing willingness 
among the international community to embrace the environmental aspects of 
human well-being.  
 
In 2001 the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) were invited to organise a 
joint review and assessment of ―progress achieved ... in promoting and protecting 
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human rights in relation to environmental questions".
198
 A seminar of various 
specialists was convened, and in their concluding assessment, ―[t]he experts 
recognized that... environmental protection constitutes a precondition for the 
effective enjoyment of human rights protection, and that human rights and the 
environment are interdependent and interrelated.‖199 
 
This strong recognition of the relationship represents the position now adopted by 
most agencies, at least on a rhetorical level. While there seems to be a broad 
consensus among international actors that the state of the environment directly 
affects human rights, the practical weight which is given to this influence varies 
dramatically amongst these groups.  
 
Regional human rights instruments represent perhaps the most advanced position 
in terms of the recognition of environmental conditions as determinants of human 
rights goals. In particular, the 1988 Additional Protocol to the American 
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, the African Charter on Human and Peoples‘ Rights, and the European 
Social Charter have all incorporated environmental concerns within the scope of a 
traditional human rights instrument.
200
 
 
Thus we can see that international recognition of the link between the 
environment and human rights has developed from broad statements concerning 
the general well-being of both to the much stronger and more direct linkages 
being made today between environmental degradation and internationally 
recognised human rights. Despite this increased recognition however, there 
appears to have been some reluctance to take the next step and link specific 
human rights with specific environmental concerns: having agreed generally that 
environmental conditions affect human rights, we must now decide how it does so 
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– we must identify specific human rights which are particularly vulnerable to 
environmental disintegrity. 
 
3.3 Which Human Rights are affected by Environmental Conditions? 
 
In answering this question there are two possible approaches. One is simply to say 
that without a certain level of environmental integrity, no conception of human 
rights is possible. This approach takes the broad view of natural conditions as an 
absolute determinant of human life as a whole: all human rights are affected by all 
environmental problems. Under this approach, it is argued that without an 
enabling environment, all talk of human rights must necessarily be thrown by the 
wayside in pursuit of barest survival. As such, each and every human right can be 
said to be affected by environmental conditions.  
 
Thus even those rights which may at first glance seem less vulnerable to 
environmental influence, such as education or freedom of association,
201
 are 
ultimately dependent upon the maintenance of an environment of a certain quality. 
As such, environmental protection would be seen as a first priority with human 
rights able to be properly discussed only after an enabling environment has been 
established. The emphasis lies on establishing sound environmental conditions as 
a prerequisite to - rather than corequisite of - addressing questions of human 
rights.  
 
Whilst perhaps broadly correct, it is my contention that this view is largely 
unhelpful in practical terms. In the first instance, it disregards humanity‘s ability 
to adapt to and address through technological advances at least some of the 
challenges posed by environmental degradation.
202
 More troubling still, this 
approach fails to provide us with a roadmap for action. If we accept that all human 
rights are affected by all environmental damage, then it is difficult to narrow 
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down specific areas of concentration for action. Because the focus is thus too 
broad, the task ahead consequently seems overwhelming: there are fundamental 
questions that arise which might stand in the way of action – how do we define 
‗good‘ environmental conditions and at what point is the environmental standard 
‗high enough‘ to allow human rights concerns to begin to take precedence over 
remaining environmental issues? In contrast, by prioritising specific rights and the 
specific environmental concerns that most directly affect them, we can begin to 
make real progress toward rectifying those issues.  
 
Consequently, this Chapter will concentrate upon a particular set of rights where a 
link between breach and environmental degradation can be more directly drawn. 
In particular, the right to food, the right to water and the right to health will be 
examined as they appear in the two core instruments of international human rights 
law – the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. Finally, the 
Chapter will culminate in a discussion of the implications of environmental 
degradation for the right to life. 
 
3.4  The Right to Food 
 
Nutrition‘s key role in the scheme of human rights was first articulated in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), with Article 25 (1) stating that 
―everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-
being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical 
care and necessary social services.‖ While the UDHR is not itself legally binding, 
the document is regarded ―as an articulation of shared values bearing moral 
weight on UN Member states‖, and may now be considered ―a primary building 
block of customary international law‖.203 Of the two key documents that emerged 
from the resultant negotiations to cement these obligations in international law, 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) 
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contains the formal embodiment of the right to food.
204
 While there is some 
debate as to the strength of this instrument as a practically compelling 
document,
205
 it nonetheless has legal force upon the 160 States that have ratified it 
and ―can be seen as a treaty that reflects global consensus on the universal human 
rights standards that apply to the economic, social and cultural fields‖.206 Thus, 
regardless of those who might question the efficacy of the instrument in practice, 
this paper will proceed on the basis that it is legally binding, and does create legal 
rights.  
 
3.4.1 The right under the ICESCR 
The text of the ICESCR recognises ―the right of everyone to an adequate standard 
of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and 
housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions‖.207 The 
document goes on to specify that with regard to food, Parties to the Covenant,
208
 
―[R]ecognizing the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger, shall take, 
individually and through international co-operation, the measures, including specific 
programmes, which are needed:  
(a) To improve methods of production, conservation and distribution of food by 
making full use of technical and scientific knowledge, by disseminating 
knowledge of the principles of nutrition and by developing or reforming agrarian 
                                                          
204
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systems in such a way as to achieve the most efficient development and 
utilization of natural resources‖. 
This provision suggests a number of environmental implications: if States are 
required to take measures to ensure the right of everyone to be free from hunger, 
logically such measures may sometimes include environmental protection – at the 
very least where a failure to do so would jeopardise food supplies. The focus upon 
food production and efficiency in the consumption of natural resources has further 
potential to require States to undertake environmental management; for example, 
through improvements in waste reduction and the promotion of sustainable 
agricultural methods. 
 
Building upon the text of the Covenant, the Committee on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights (CESCR) has issued a General Comment on the right to food.
209
 
This acts as the most authoritative interpretative aid available, elaborating on the 
specific nature of the right, its core contents, and the steps State parties should 
take to achieve it. The Comment provides further evidence that access to adequate 
food is envisaged as being at least partly environmentally dependent, stating that 
the right necessarily requires ―the adoption of appropriate economic, 
environmental and social policies, at both the national and international levels‖.210 
 
As a specific example of how such policies might look, the Committee stipulates 
that States must ensure ―the availability of food in a quantity and quality sufficient 
to satisfy the dietary needs of individuals [and] free from adverse substances‖.211 
This statement clearly introduces an environmental requirement inherent to the 
right to food – that food must be from adverse substances implies that strict 
regulations must be implemented to protect food supply chains from 
contamination from both indirect sources (for example, soil and water 
contamination from industrial or agricultural by-products, toxic wastes, or 
inadequate sanitation systems) and from the direct application of such ‗adverse 
substances‘, potentially including pesticides, fertilisers, and other substances such 
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as leachates from chemicals introduced during processing or those which prolong 
food product shelf-life. There is thus a duty upon States to regulate behaviours 
which may have an adverse effect upon food production in terms of damaging to 
the environment in which it is produced. 
 
Elsewhere in the Comment, the CESCR introduces the requirement of 
sustainability in food production, explaining that the right to food denotes ―the 
accessibility of such food in ways that are sustainable and that do not interfere 
with the enjoyment of other human rights‖.212 This emphasis on a right not only to 
food, but to food grown in a sustainable manner is further elaborated upon in 
Paragraph 25 of the same Comment: ―Care should be taken to ensure the most 
sustainable management and use of natural and other resources for food at the 
national, regional, local and household levels‖. The Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), offering further authoritative 
clarification of the right to adequate food, has adopted this sustainability 
requirement wholesale; pointing out that the right to food is comprised not only of 
―a minimum daily nutritional intake and the survival of the person‖213, but also 
includes a requirement that ―everyone must have physical and economic access to 
food that is adequate in quantity and quality to allow for a healthy and active life 
[and] its provision must not interfere with the enjoyment of other human rights 
and it must be environmentally sustainable.‖214 In 2004 the FAO went on to 
publish some guidelines for the achievement of this right, which continued to 
place a heavy emphasis on sustainability: ―[s]tates should consider specific 
national policies, legal instruments and supporting mechanisms to protect 
ecological sustainability and the carrying capacity of ecosystems to ensure the 
possibility for increased, sustainable food production for present and future 
generations, prevent water pollution, protect the fertility of the soil, and promote 
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the sustainable management of fisheries and forestry.‖215 This statement 
represents perhaps the most environmentally literate articulation of the principle 
of sustainability, in that it emphasises that it is ecosystems as a whole which are 
the basis of food production, not simply food crops in isolation. Following this 
interpretation, we can see that the right to food could potentially impose quite a 
significant environmental duty upon States in terms of protecting the integrity of 
entire ecosystems, including (but not limited to) water service systems, soil 
ecology, and ocean and forest resources. There is in any event a clear line of 
authority requiring food production to be carried out in a way that does not 
damage the environment to the point that the capacity for future production is 
compromised – essentially, the system must not run at a resource deficit. 
 
This requirement of sustainability in food production methods has important and 
perhaps revolutionary implications for the regulation of agriculture; as was 
discussed in the Chapter One, the current technologies being used in the 
production of food are not sustainable – they are causing environmental harm and 
eroding the long-term carrying capacity of the land.
216
 In contrast, sustainability in 
the right to food ―denotes the requirement that food be accessible for both present 
and future generations. It incorporates the notion of long-term availability and 
accessibility.‖217 As such, by continuing to rely on the environmentally damaging 
intensive industrial agricultural methods of the ‗Green revolution‘, states are not 
currently fulfilling the requirement of sustainability in food production and a total 
reevaluation of the industrial agricultural model may be required. While there is 
arguably a tension between the need to produce food sustainably and the need to 
quickly produce large quantities of food, some scholars have argued that in fact 
this dilemma is purely theoretical because the shift away from the current methods 
is inevitable: ―people make the nonsensical claim that sustainable agriculture 
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cannot feed the world.  In fact, it is the only kind of agriculture that can feed the 
world, given current stressors‖.218 In other words, a failure to adopt sustainable 
practices in food production is likely to lead to escalating environmental 
destruction, which in turn will severely jeopardise long-term food security.
219
 The 
requirement of sustainability laid out in the right to food thus shows how human 
rights law can impose some significant environmental obligations, requiring 
substantial positive action from the state.  
 
3.4.2 The right outside of the ICESCR 
 
Statements which link the right to food to the environment have also been made 
outside of the ICESCR and its direct governing body. The establishment in 2000 
of a Special Rapporteur on the right to food has led to a further expansion of the 
interpretive material available on the right, including on environmental issues.
220
  
This was followed in 2008 by a General Assembly resolution which noted that 
―environmental degradation, desertification and global climate change are 
exacerbating destitution and desperation, causing a negative impact on the 
realization of the right to food, in particular in developing countries‖.221 
Furthermore, it expressed ―deep concern at the number and scale of natural 
disasters, diseases and pests and their increasing impact in recent years, which 
have resulted in massive loss of life and livelihood and threatened agricultural 
production and food security, in particular in developing countries‖.222 The 
Special Rapporteuron Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 
has also investigated the link between the right to food and the environment, 
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concluding that ―food security is inextricably linked to an environment free from 
degradation and it depends on environmentally sound and socially sustainable 
development‖.223 These statements give further weight to the idea that States must 
undertake environmental management in order to meet their obligations under the 
right to food. 
 
3.4.3 The right in regional and national law 
 
On a regional level, the African Commission on Human and People‘s Rights, the 
governing body of the African Charter on Human and People‘s Rights, has 
determined in the case of SERAC v Nigeria
224
 that the right to food is ―implicit‖ in 
the rights to life, health, and development. The case is considered a landmark 
decision in that it recognised that a joint venture between the Nigerian 
government and Shell Petroleum had, in causing environmental significant 
damage, actually violated a number of human rights – including the right to food: 
―the minimum core of the right to food requires the Nigerian government to not 
destroy or contaminate food sources‖,225 which the Commission held that it had 
failed to do in allowing the environmental destruction to occur. 
 
The right to food also forms part of the constitutional law of at least twenty 
nations, including Brazil, India, South Africa and Iran.
226
 Much of the work 
around creating and developing the constitutional provisions which set out a right 
to food has only been completed in recent years or is still on-going – as such, we 
can expect a growing body of case law to emerge from these countries and it will 
be a matter of great interest to see how the Courts deal with claims arising out of 
environmental threats to food security. 
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The right to food is thus well established in international law, both in terms of its 
legal embodiment and normative content. That this right implies an environmental 
duty can be inferred not just from a logical consideration of the links between 
food production and the environment, but from the interpretative commentary 
provided both by the governing body of the Covenant in which it is found and by 
supporting institutions such as the FAO. The theme of acknowledging 
sustainability as part of the substance of a right to food is a clear indication of an 
intent to require environmental action from States in the context of a human rights 
provision. The fact that current State practice does not always reflect this 
movement towards an environmentally literate human rights regime does not 
detract from the reality that these obligations do exist, and that they exist not just 
in theory but in law. 
 
3.5  The Right to Water 
 
The right to water has only recently been officially recognized in international 
law, though as will be discussed later in this Chapter it has featured in discussions 
around the right to life. It has been argued that the initial omission of an explicit 
right to water from the core human rights documents is a perfect illustration of the 
changing nature of human rights issues and the need to treat these instruments as 
living documents to retain relevancy – ―water scarcity, as an independent, 
international issue, is quite simply new. The scale of the current emergency is 
historically unique.‖227 That the original drafters of these documents saw no need 
to include a right to water at the time can be explained ―by virtue of its 
fundamental nature, that ‗like air‘ it was considered unnecessary to include it 
explicitly‖.228 Clearly, times have changed; and although the right to water has not 
yet achieved the same level of recognition as other rights, its eventual adoption 
into the legal scheme now seems inevitable. As such, the right to water sets a 
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valuable precedent for the expansion of the international human rights regime to 
meet needs as they emerge – as will be seen in Chapter Four, this relative 
flexibility of human rights law is what may allow it to remain a powerful force in 
the face of the new threat of environmental degradation.
229
 
 
3.5.1 The right under the ICESCR 
 
Arguably, Article 25 (1) of the UDHR, which states that ―everyone has the right 
to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his 
family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social 
services‖ is the historical antecedent of a stand alone right to water because of its 
recognition of the need to guarantee similar material preconditions of life, such as 
food. This would seem to be affirmed by the literature surrounding the ICESCR, 
which as a descendant instrument appears to have assumed jurisdiction for a right 
of this nature.
230
 
 
Though not expressly mentioned in the Covenant text, the CESCR has seen fit to 
issue a General Comment specifically recognising a right to water as arising under 
Article 11. In part this move has been driven by an increased awareness of the 
problem of water scarcity and the negative impacts that it has on human well-
being: ―water is indispensable for leading a life in human dignity. It is a 
prerequisite for the realization of other human rights
231.‖ It is also a response to 
what the Committee has called ―widespread denial of the right to water in 
developing as well as developed countries‖.232 This Comment almost exactly 
mirrors the UDHR text in its affirmation of ―the right of everyone to an adequate 
standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing 
and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions‖.233 The 
Committee justified the inclusion of water within this provision as follows: ―the 
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use of the word ‗including‘ indicates that this catalogue of rights was not intended 
to be exhaustive. The right to water clearly falls within the category of guarantees 
essential for securing an adequate standard of living‖.234 
 
In a perfect example of the interdependence and indivisibility of human rights, the 
right to water is also recognised as a prerequisite for the right to food as discussed 
above – sensibly, the CESCR notes that ―water is necessary to produce food‖ and 
that States ought to acknowledge ―the importance of ensuring sustainable access 
to water resources for agriculture to realize the right to adequate food.‖235 A 
further link is made to health, with particular regard to sanitation. Along with 
other, explicitly recognised ICESCR rights, the Committee has sought to define a 
minimum standard which is intended to be non-derogable except in exceptional 
circumstances. With regards to water, that core obligation is supposed to consist 
of ―access of the minimum essential amount of water that is sufficient and safe for 
personal and domestic uses to prevent disease‖.236 Again, achievement of these 
minimum standards, together with the requirement of some level of sustainability 
in the procurement of such, would seem to imply some level of environmental 
protection or at minimum, management. 
 
3.5.2 The right outside of the ICESCR 
 
A recent General Assembly resolution sought to complete the elevation of a right 
to water to an explicit, stand-alone right in declaring ―the right to safe and clean 
drinking water and sanitation as a universal human right which is essential for the 
full enjoyment of the right to life and human dignity.‖237 However, GA 
resolutions -despite their political weight- are not legally binding and the right to 
water remains subject to the work of an investigation by the United Nations 
Human Rights Council. Until such time as that process produces an affirmative 
outcome, a right to water cannot be said to exist in international human rights law, 
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except possibly as a matter of customary law.
238
 The Convention on the Rights of 
the Child is a further example of an international human rights text outside of the 
ICCPR or ICESR that recognises the necessity of water, requiring that states 
provide ―clean drinking-water‖ as part of their duty to combat disease and 
malnutrition.
239
 
 
3.5.3 The right in regional and national law 
 
Echoing the instrument above, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of 
the Child likewise requires States to make efforts to guarantee safe drinking 
water.
240
 The Council of Europe has also recently affirmed the principles of the 
1968 European Water Charter, stating that ―[e]veryone has the right to a sufficient 
quantity of water for his or her basic needs‖.241 The right can also be read as being 
implicit in many regional instruments as part of the provisions around the rights to 
health and life. 
 
3.5.4 What duties does the right impose? 
 
Whilst environmental duties relating to the right to water are not explicitly stated 
in many of the above texts, it may nevertheless be implied. Firstly, water as a 
natural resource is obviously linked to the status of the environmental systems 
from which it is sourced. It is therefore a matter of common sense that protecting 
water supplies requires protecting the environment that yields those supplies. 
Secondly, references to sustainability in the supporting literature can be taken to 
imply some level of environmental management in terms of ensuring long-term 
supply.
242 
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As such, it is possible to argue that the right to water imposes a duty upon states to 
engage in some level of environmental management. In many cases, improving 
water quality will necessarily improve environmental health and vice versa; in 
fact, because the relationship between water and the environment is even more 
direct than that of food,
243
 any time that States seek to take action on water issues 
they will necessarily also be engaging with environmental issues. An 
environmentally informed approach to water management is therefore the best, 
and perhaps only, route to achieving the universal realisation of the right to water. 
 
3.6  Right to Health 
 
The Right to health is the third human right which this thesis takes as requiring 
action from states on an environmental front in order to meet their obligations 
under international law. The link between the environment and human health is 
obvious: ―there is no doubt that environmental problems cause health problems 
which, depending on the nature and gravity, can threaten even the right to life.‖244 
 
3.6.1 The right to health under the ICESCR 
 
Article 12 of the Covenant recognises ―the right of everyone to the enjoyment of 
the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health‖, and requires State 
Parties to take steps to ensure, among other things: 
―(b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene;  
(c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and 
other diseases.‖245 
In seeking to define this right further, the CESCR has clarified that while the right 
to health does not include a right to actually be a healthy individual, it does oblige 
States to provide their citizens with the best possible opportunity to be so, taking 
the form of ―a variety of facilities, goods, services and conditions necessary for 
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the realization of the highest attainable standard of health‖.246 It is acknowledged 
that the right  
―embraces a wide range to socio-economic factors that promote conditions in 
which people can lead a healthy life, and extends to the underlying determinants of 
health, such as food and nutrition, housing, access to safe and potable water and 
adequate sanitation, safe and healthy working conditions, and a healthy 
environment.‖247 
Significantly for the current discussion, this focus on a healthy environment is 
echoed throughout discussion on the right to health: the right extends to an 
obligation to provide ―healthy occupational and environmental conditions‖, 
―healthy natural and working environments‖, ―environmental safety‖, and ―a 
healthy environment‖.248 What is meant in the context of a requirement of a 
‗healthy environment‘ is probably a narrower focus than the term seems to imply; 
the General Comments place a strong emphasis on the minimisation of hazards 
rather than the promotion of specific goods. For example, the Committee requires 
―the prevention and reduction of the population‘s exposure to harmful substances 
such as radiation and harmful chemicals or other detrimental environmental 
conditions that directly or indirectly impact upon human health‖.249 Elsewhere, 
the Covenant states that the right to environmental hygiene ―encompasses taking 
steps... to prevent threats to health from unsafe and toxic water conditions‖.250 The 
focus is thus more upon removing environmental impediments to health, rather 
than a guarantee of positive environmental conditions: ―in the environmental 
context, the right to health essentially implies feasible protection from natural 
hazards and freedom from pollution, including the right to adequate sanitation.‖251 
Despite the fact that such a limited conception of health does not guarantee a 
completely ‗healthy‘ environment, duties of environmental management do exist 
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under this right; at least to the point of removing or preventing barriers to health 
such as water or air pollution and environmental contamination. 
 
Again, the indivisibility of human rights is illustrated by a frequent reference to 
safe, adequate food and water in the interpretative materials.
252
 From this, we can 
infer that the right to health under Article 12 includes not only the Article 11 
rights to food and water, but also the auxiliary rights to environmental protection 
that we have already established as existing under these. Freedom from harmful 
toxins in food production is expressly mentioned under the right to health, 
potentially providing an interesting link to the requirement of sustainability in the 
right to food.
253
 While the rights to food and health may seem to be in tension due 
to the modern use of pesticides to ensure high yields (often linked closely with 
health concerns and broader environmental contamination), the unsustainability of 
this method will ensure that the abandonment of chemical toxins on a large scale 
will benefit both rights in the long term. 
 
In the above discussion it is relatively easy to see how the right to physical health 
can be endangered by the environment, however the Covenant also guarantees a 
right to the highest attainable standard of mental health. States therefore also have 
environmental obligations in this regard. There are now numerous studies show 
that environmental factors such as exposure to natural light,
254
 time spent in 
‗green spaces‘,255 and other factors such as population density and exposure to 
artificial noise can directly and seriously affect mental wellbeing, with particular 
influence upon depression and predilections to engage in anti-social behavior. In a 
more direct way, environmental contaminants such organophosphates, mercury or 
pesticides are able to be directly linked to not only physical but mental health 
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problems.
256
 Children are particularly vulnerable to suffering long-term mental 
health conditions because of environmental factors like these.
257
 
 
The requirement for prevention, treatment and control of disease in Article 12(c) 
of this right is yet another duty requiring environment vigilance. Disease itself is a 
part of the natural world – in dealing with an organic problem, it makes logical 
sense to address the organic preconditions to that problem. Epidemics are 
influenced by many things, but some environmental conditions are more favorable 
to them than others: for example, a recent outbreak of the deadly mosquito-borne 
disease chikungunya in India has been largely attributed to a reduction in natural 
predators of the vector insect due to changes in agricultural methods and pesticide 
use.
258
 This was compounded by a massive build-up of waste and rubbish causing 
congestion and ultimately stagnation in many of the surrounding waterways, 
which in turn provided perfect conditions for the multiplication of both 
mosquitoes and the virus. This is just one example of many that illustrates the 
direct link between the duty to prevent and control disease, and a duty to prevent 
environmental degradation. There are also serious issues surrounding 
contamination of water supplies even where they are available – it is estimated 
that 90% of wastewater in developing countries is released completely untreated, 
directly into natural waterways.
259
 This in combination with industrial and 
agricultural pollution (often linked to the need to produce the higher food crop 
yields discussed above) has led to fully half of hospital beds worldwide being 
―filled with people who [have] fallen ill to water-related issues‖.260 In order to 
address these health concerns, States will be forced to first address the 
environmental preconditions of such disease. 
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3.6.2 The Right to Health beyond the ICESCR 
 
On a regional level, there is an auspicious pattern of the right to health being 
interpreted as imposing environmental obligations upon States. The African 
Commission on Human and Peoples Rights has found an instance of state-
sanctioned environmental pollution in Nigeria to be a violation of the right to 
health as it is found in Article 16 of the African Social Charter.
261
 It was held that 
the regional instrument - almost identical in form to the ICESCR right -
262
 
―imposes clear obligations upon a government. It require the State to take 
reasonable and other measures to prevent pollution and ecological degradation, to 
promote conservation, and to secure an ecologically sustainable development and 
use of natural resources.‖263 In the European Court of Human Rights, the Guerra 
case found a violation of the right to health as encapsulated within the right to life 
protected by the European Convention.
264
 Judge Jambrek held that, ―the 
protection on health and physical integrity is…closely associated with the right to 
life‖, and the exposure of a group of Italian citizens to air pollution, in 
combination with the failure of the government to provide information on the 
risks of such exposure, amounted to a violation of these rights.
265
 While the 
wording of ‗physical integrity‘ differs from that used at the more international 
level, the intent to protect a right to health from environmental threats is clear. 
These cases are promising in that they demonstrate a willingness to hold States 
accountable for health problems caused by environmental disintegrity – liability 
for which necessarily implies a corresponding duty to avoid such harm. 
 
In academic circles, discussion continues over the exact degree to which States 
ought to be held responsible for environmental factors which detrimentally 
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influence the right to health under the ICESCR. Nevertheless, it is agreed that this 
responsibility does exist: ―In the final analysis, ‗environmental conditions; or even 
a ‗healthy environment‘ are to be taken into consideration‖.266 Furthermore, this 
right is absolute and ―cannot and should not be balanced against economic or 
trade considerations‖,267meaning that any environmental duties attached to the 
right will come to take precedence over commercial or industrial interests – a 
powerful position indeed. 
 
The right to health under Article 12 of the ICESCR is thus a strong embodiment 
of the link between human rights and the environment. State duties under these 
obligations are varied and as yet somewhat imprecise. However, the interpretative 
tools provided by the General Comments make it very clear that they nevertheless 
do encompass duties towards environmental management and protection. We may 
therefore conclude that the right to health incorporates certain minimum 
environmental standards – at the very least, an environment which does not 
actively prevent the achievement of the highest attainable standard of physical and 
mental health. 
 
 
3.7 The Right to Life 
 
While it has been established that all human rights are legally equal and 
indivisible in their importance,
268
 in pragmatic terms it makes sense to think of the 
right to life as fundamental to the broader human rights scheme: ―[t]he right to life 
is the most important among all human rights legally guaranteed and protected by 
contemporary international law… we cannot forget that this is an original right 
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from which all other human rights derive.‖269 We might thus expect that such a 
right would contain strong prohibitions against its deprivation by anthropogenic 
causes – including environmental disintegrity. The need for such protection arises 
because ―the right to life is the [right] which is, most of all, connected to and 
dependent on proper protection of the human environment… this right, like no 
other, may be directly and dangerously threatened by detrimental environmental 
measures.‖270 
 
3.7.1 The Right to Life under the ICCPR 
 
Originally set out in Article 3 of the UDHR, that document states simply and 
boldly that ―[e]veryone has the right to life.‖271 This statement was given its full 
legal weight when it was expressed as Article 6 of the ICCPR, which similarly 
states that ―[e]very human being has the inherent right to life‖.272 Primarily 
formulated with the intention of preventing a recurrence of the events of World 
War II, this provision was enacted to prohibit States from arbitrarily depriving 
citizens of their lives. As such, it was initially thought of as imposing only a 
negative obligation: all that was required for a State to comply was to abstain 
from acting in the way specified. However, it is now well recognised that the right 
to life imposes positive obligations on States.
273
 One example of this requirement 
to take positive action regarding the right to life is the obligation upon States to 
protect their citizens from being killed by third parties – if a State fails to take 
adequate steps to prevent this, at least partial responsibility for the violation of the 
right to life can be imposed.
274
 This is significant because one argument against 
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extending the right to life to include its deprivation due to environmental 
deterioration has been that to do so would impose positive obligations on the 
State.
275
 However, it is clear that many of the so-called ―first-generation rights‖276 
do in fact impose such obligations, and that the difference is only in the scale, 
rather than the actual nature of the obligation. Indeed, legal theory has since 
matured to include not only a requirement of positive action in the upholding of 
the right to life in obvious criminal circumstances, but positive action on fronts 
that were perhaps not even considered as threats at the time that the right was first 
formulation – including environmental issues.277  Given then that we are able to 
include situations requiring positive action from the State, we are free to consider 
the nature of the right to life in international law, and what would be required for 
a State to have fulfilled their obligations relating to environmental conditions 
insofar as they affect the right. 
 
Simply in terms of human physiology, speaking of a ‗right to life‘ presupposes the 
availability of a certain amount of air, water, food and shelter.
278
 As such, it is 
easy to see how environmental conditions would have a direct impact upon this 
most fundamental of rights - ―the connection between the right to life and the 
environment is an obvious one‖.279 All of the above preconditions to life require a 
natural resource base of sufficient integrity to provide a minimum level and 
standard of each to every human. Accordingly, it is possible to interpret the right 
to life as ―including the traditional protection against intentional or arbitrary 
deprivation of life, as well as an obligation on the part of states to ensure that 
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every individual within its boundaries has access to the means of survival. This 
expansive conception of the right to life would protect individuals from all 
possible threats, including environmental threats.‖280As such, in circumstances of 
environmental degradation, the ability of States to meet their obligations under the 
right to life would prima facie be directly dependent upon their ability to address 
the environmental threats to survival. In other words, environmental problems 
which directly affect the supply of these basic needs - desertification, salinization, 
depleted water tables, climate change in the form of drought or flooding and 
species extinction - could be seen as depriving people of their right to life, at the 
very least in a situation where a State Party was aware of the existence of such 
threats and failed to act.  
 
This expectation that the right to life would include such basic environmental 
necessities as food, water, and an absence of toxins has since been echoed in 
many supporting documents. In a General Comment issued in 1982, the Human 
Rights Committee (HRC) explicitly states that the right to life ―is a right which 
should not be interpreted narrowly‖,281 and, reiterating the fact that it is not solely 
negative in nature, ―the expression ‗inherent right to life‘ cannot properly be 
understood in a restrictive manner, and the protection of this right requires that 
States adopt positive measures.‖282 This indicates that the right to life may include 
an obligation upon States to take positive action on a broad range of factors. That 
these can include environmental factors is clear when the paragraph goes on to 
assert that ―it would be desirable for State parties to take all possible measures to 
reduce infant mortality and to increase life expectancy, especially in adopting 
measures to eliminate malnutrition and epidemics‖.283 Eliminating malnutrition 
and epidemics requires, as a matter of biology, fostering an environment that is 
capable of producing sufficient food at low cost, and that is healthy enough to 
prevent an escalation of disease. Of course, providing access to medical care and 
other economically dependent tools of sanitation are important additional 
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considerations with regard to this requirement, but even these are tied to 
environmental factors, with regard to the influence that natural resource 
abundance or scarcity can have on poverty levels.
284
 In this sense, the right to life 
as articulated under the ICCPR could be interpreted to include an obligation upon 
States to take action on environmental matters – at minimum where they tend to 
increase infant mortality, shorten life expectancy or encourage malnutrition and 
epidemics. Such an obligation need not include an expectation that the State 
solves the problem in isolation – action could range from prohibiting specific 
industry activity in individual cases, to legislating for (and, significantly, 
enforcing) higher environmental standards, right through to appealing for – or 
even legally demanding – international  cooperation on these issues. 
 
3.7.2 The right to life outside of the ICCPR 
 
International environmental agreements have also established a link between the 
rights that they contain and the right to life.  For example, the Hague Declaration 
on the Environment, specifically focused on the issue of ozone depletion, 
nevertheless makes some broadly applicable comments about the right to life and 
the duty of States to protect this right from environmental threats: ―[t]he right to 
live is the right from which all other rights stem. Guaranteeing this right is the 
paramount duty of those in charge to all States throughout the World‖.285 
 
Returning to the international bill of rights, the CESCR has stated that ―the human 
right to adequate food is of crucial importance to the enjoyment of all rights‖, and 
―the right to food is indivisibly linked to the inherent dignity of the human person 
and is indispensable for the fulfilment of other human rights‖286 – a clear 
recognition that human life is inherently linked to its means of sustenance – and 
the environment which produces it. The FAO has also linked the material 
conditions for survival to the right to life, stating that ―the right to freedom from 
hunger is fundamental, which means that the state has an obligation to ensure, as a 
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minimum, that people do not starve. This right is closely linked to the right to life 
itself‖.287 
 
The CESCR has also discussed access to water in the context of its importance for 
human survival, recognising that a right to water ―should also be seen in 
conjunction with other rights enshrined in the international bill of human rights, 
foremost among them the right to life‖.288 A recent General Assembly resolution 
echoes this in saying that the right to water ―is essential for the full enjoyment of 
the right to life and human dignity‖.289 Besides food and water, a third crucial 
component of the environmental preconditions of the right to life is to live in an 
environment that is free of toxins. This link was recognised in a resolution of the 
Human Rights Council, which stated that ―the dumping of toxic and dangerous 
products and wastes may constitute a serious threat to human rights, including the 
right to life.‖290 
 
3.7.3 The right to life in regional and domestic law 
 
On a regional level, a number of texts have explicitly recognised that the right to 
life is dependent upon environmental factors. For example, the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights has stated that the right to life is dependent upon 
the environment, protection of which can require States to take positive 
measures.
291
 Prior to its disestablishment, the European Commission on Human 
Rights stated that there is an obligation upon states, ―not only to refrain from 
taking life ‗intentionally‘ but further, to take appropriate steps to safeguard 
life‖.292 Supplementing these instrumental statements is an emerging body of case 
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law which further supports the idea of environmental duties as being inherent 
within recognised human rights duties. The International Court of Justice has 
stated that ―the protection of the environment is likewise a vital part of 
contemporary human rights doctrine, for it is a sine qua non for numerous human 
rights such as the right to health and the right to life itself.‖293 The European 
Committee of Social Rights has also made strong statements in this regard, for 
example in the case of Marangopoulos v Greece.
294
 Here it was held that Greece 
had, by failing to fight air pollution, violated a right to health linked to the right to 
life under the European Convention on Human Rights. An even stronger 
recognition of an environmental duty was made in Oneryildiz v Turkey
295
 in which 
a methane explosion at a dump was deemed to have violated the right to life under 
Article 2 of the Convention. Here the right to life was found to impose an 
―obligation to take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those within their 
jurisdiction‖, including from environmental threats.296 This was further supported 
by the case of Budayeva and Others v Russia, where it was found that the State 
had failed to meet its obligations under the right to life by failing to take action to 
prevent or lessen the harm caused by mudslides.
297
 While these judgments 
emanate from a regional rather than international body, they are nevertheless an 
indication of a growing body of opinion to the effect that states have a positive 
duty with regard to environmental factors that may deprive persons of their lives, 
and that a failure to act upon those duties may be considered a violation of the 
right to life.  
 
On a national level, India provides perhaps the strongest example of positive 
development in this area – while it possesses no explicit constitutional or 
legislative grounds for action on environmental threats to human rights, the 
Supreme Court has interpreted the right to life as including a right to a healthy 
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environment: ―[a]ny disturbance of the basic environment elements, namely air, 
water and soil which are necessary for life would be regarded as hazardous for life 
within the meaning of Article 21 of the Constitution‖.298 [Double Check: any 
other constitutions recognise v. of life via env.?] 
 
3.7.4 Academic developments 
 
Scholarly theory also supports the inclusion of environmental duties within States‘ 
obligations under Article 6. While it is noted that ―the protection of the right to 
life in relation to the environment does not have a long or rich legal history‖,299 
this is not seen as a barrier to the future recognition of such legal obligations: 
―Insofar as the duty to ensure the right to life is concerned, it requires the State to 
guarantee access to the material conditions necessary for supporting life; to take 
all possible measures to prevent violations of the right to life by others; to take all 
possible measures to safeguard the environment, to control harmful diseases and 
to pursue policies of peace within the world‘s community.‖300 
Strong statements such as these support the argument for bringing environmental 
threats to the access to these basic building blocks of life within the concept of the 
right to life as embodied by Article 6 of the ICCPR. 
 
A related, parallel debate that has now been underway for some time is that 
regarding climate change and human rights. While it is beyond the scope of this 
thesis to discuss the question of climate change in any great depth, the debate is 
nevertheless a useful indicator of the readiness of the international community to 
accept practical environmental challenges as affecting human rights.
301
 Whether 
or not climate change is anthropogenic and thus able to be influenced by State 
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Parties, the literature surrounding the issue shows a strong willingness from both 
international treaty bodies and the States themselves to recognise environmental 
threats to human rights as a State responsibility. The 2009 Report of the Office of 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on the relationship 
between climate change and human rights
302
 considered a wide range of available 
material (including State submissions) regarding the effect that climate change – 
and more relevantly, the component environmental challenges which collectively 
constitute the phenomenon – would have on human rights. The report concluded 
that ―environmental degradation may interfere with many rights, including rights 
to life‖,303 and more specifically, that  
―the human rights to life and health are effected by the projected increase of death, 
disease, and injury from heat waves, floods, storms, extreme weather, fires, and 
droughts; hunger and malnutrition from food shortages; mortalities by ground-level 
ozone; and an expanded range and impact of illness and diseases. The human rights 
to food and water will be affected as climate change reduces the supply and 
security (and raises costs) of both – through, for example, reduced yields in 
tropical regions for food, and for water through droughts, flooding and decreased 
glacier and snow sources.‖304 
While these statements were made in the context of the climate change 
discourse, the type of environmentally driven deprivation discussed here is 
not unique to climate change scenarios, and it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that these conditions would still be seen to violate human rights 
even where they arose outside of the question of climate change. As such, 
these statements serve as further support for the idea that the right to life can 
be violated as a consequence of environmental degradation. 
 
In reality however, given the strong demands that ICCPR rights make of State 
parties, it is unlikely that the right to life under Article 6 of this covenant would be 
recognised as entailing a justiciable right to environmental quality at the present 
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time. In practical terms, because ICCPR rights have historically been treated as 
being more concrete, the recognition of a right to material commodities such as 
food and water as part of the right to life would be a difficult burden for States to 
accept - particularly where some parties simply may not have the resources 
available to make such guarantees to their citizens.  As such, ―[e]ven though 
environmental harms have been widely recognised as threats to human life and 
health, international tribunals have been cautious in finding that such harms 
violate the right to life.‖305While regional instruments and jurisprudence in 
particular have now begun to enforce the link between a right to life and the 
environment,
306
 no such link has been explicitly recognised in the jurisprudence of 
the ICCPR. From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the right to life under 
the ICCPR has evolved significantly from its initial conception as a narrow, 
negative duty upon the state to include positive duties that could arguably extend 
to environmental threats to life. However, this argument has yet to be made at the 
appropriate levels of international law, and as such, Article 6 of the ICCPR does 
not currently entail a right to environmental protection. Rather, it is likely that the 
scope of the right currently remains limited to situations of death due to political 
persecution or negligence.
307
 
 
3.8  Other Rights Affected 
 
Thus far this Chapter has discussed some key human rights concerns in terms of 
both their dependence and influence upon environmental issues in international 
law. The focus has been specifically upon survival - the right to life, and the 
various composite rights which, taken together, permit the achievement of the 
former. However, the environmental prerequisites for the realisation of human 
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rights are not limited merely to questions of biological need. True respect for the 
dignity of the person requires action on a number of other fronts that are also 
affected by environmental conditions. 
 
3.8.1 Living Conditions 
Article 11 of the ICESCR requires consideration of clothing, housing, and the 
somewhat broader concept of ‗improved living conditions‘. The right to adequate 
clothing, housing, and improvement of living conditions can likewise be 
constructed as implying environmental management obligations – assuming that 
the common themes of the General Comments on Article 11 can be carried 
through to all aspects of the right it contains. Textile and construction material 
manufacture would not only be required to be undertaken in a manner which 
ensures not only the fair availability of these resources to all, but also produced in 
a safe and sustainable fashion. As such, States would have an obligation to 
concern themselves with environmental issues such as textile crop, forestry and 
extraction industry practices including efficiency of land use, pesticide and 
chemical limitations, and the ongoing sustainability of such. Article 11 of the 
ICESCR is thus a rich source of what essentially amount to minimum 
environmental rights, though the provision is not the only source of environmental 
obligations within the Covenant. 
 
3.8.2 Development 
Other rights under the ICESCR may also be said to imply environmental 
obligations upon State parties. Article 1 (1) which guarantees individuals the right 
to ―freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development‖ is obviously 
contingent upon having a natural resource base sufficient to sustain such activity. 
In economic terms, production capacity –particularly for developing countries- 
largely depends upon the availability of raw materials with which to create 
commodities. Social and cultural development are also affected, particularly 
where cultural activities have traditionally involved interaction with the natural 
world – whether through hunting and gathering or through art and physical 
expression.  
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3.8.3 Cultural Life 
Similar environmental limitations might be applicable under Article 15, 
concerning the right to take part in cultural life. The link between culture and the 
environment is not confined to indigenous practices alone. According to the 
Director-General of UNESCO: 
―…The deterioration of the natural environment and, even more, the alienation 
from this environment of an increasingly large number of people in the 
industrialised countries are direct and potentially very serious blows to culture 
itself. What idea can man form of purity unless he initially receives a spontaneous 
impression of purity from the air he breathes, the river where he bathes, the sky on 
which he gazes or from all that goes to make up his life at its most instinctive?‖308 
It may thus be possible to construct an argument that all forms of serious or 
widespread environmental harm cause a correlative harm to the cultural rights of 
those affected.  
 
 
3.8.4 Minority Rights 
At a narrower level, Article 27 of the ICCPR discusses the rights of ―ethnic, 
religious or linguistic minorities‖, stating that ―persons belonging to such 
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of 
their group, to enjoy their own culture‖. The Human Rights Committee has 
declared that this is to be interpreted ―in a broad manner, observing that culture 
manifests itself in many forms, including a particular way of life associated with 
the use of land resources, especially in the case of indigenous peoples.  That right 
may include such traditional activities as fishing or hunting and the right to live in 
reserves protected by law.‖309 The potential environmental limitations upon 
cultural participation are particularly obvious when considering an example such 
as the Maori tradition of hunting mutton-birds (or maori name). The ability to 
maintain this tradition was directly threatened by [find exact causes], and the 
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preservation of this aspect of Maori identity has only been achieved through 
careful State intervention to conserve this species, and the on-going protection of 
the environment in which they live. In this sense, States could be under an 
obligation to protect the environment where its resources are essential to the 
continuation of a cultural practice. 
 
While these rights are not the primary focus of this paper, it is helpful to note that 
the influence of the environment upon the achievement of human rights standards 
extends beyond its provision of our bodily needs alone. The recognition that the 
environment enables (or, in cases of degradation, prevents) the achievement of 
other human goods –sometimes with a nonmaterial or even spiritual dimension- 
may provide some comfort for those who despair of the somewhat exploitative 
anthropocentric approach adopted in this paper, going as it does someway towards 
recognising an inherent value in environmental protection.  
 
 
3.9 Summary of current legal situation 
 
This chapter discussed the legal status of the environment within international 
human rights law. The situation is complex, with both formal covenants and 
official interpretative materials reflecting the various historical influences of 
international politics, and not necessarily the pressing needs of the contemporary 
world. As such, the existing legal duties of States are likewise not always an 
accurate indication of the areas in which action is most needed.  
 
The foremost example of this in the current context is the fact that the right to life 
as it stands does not contain any explicit duty to remedy environmental conditions 
that deprive persons of their life, either through direct harm such as contamination 
or pollution, or through the long-term deprivation of the natural resources needed 
to sustain life. Because the right to life is held to be of supreme importance in the 
human rights scheme, this failure to legally acknowledge the necessity of sound 
environmental management in the maintenance of human life amounts to a 
relegation of the issue to a secondary concern in the list of State priorities. This 
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omission has serious consequences for those whose national governments are 
failing to adequately regulate public, corporate and private activity in the 
environmental sphere: it deprives them of the opportunity for adequate 
recognition of the gravity of their situation, and thus the motivation for the State 
to change its policies to address the harm. Where a person or persons have lost 
their lives through foreseeable causes that can be directly attributed to 
environmental mismanagement, forcing claimants to pursue action through 
domestic environmental channels denies the fact that human rights have been 
violated. Moreover, because environmental damage disproportionately affects 
those already economically and socially disadvantaged, such violations may go 
uncontested altogether by those lacking the knowledge and resources to pursue 
action through the domestic courts. A criminal action would be equally 
unimaginable for victims of this type: proving direct harm from one discreet 
individual to another will often be impossible where the harm is environmental, 
particularly considering that many of these situations will be the result of actions 
at a community or even societal level, the cumulative effect of which was to cause 
the harm. The appropriate forum for dealing with the deprivation of life due to 
environmental disintegrity is thus the human rights arena: this both acknowledges 
the seriousness of the harm and demands action and accountability at the level 
appropriate to its cause - the State. As discussed above, strong statements are 
beginning to be made in support of this link, in both national and regional 
jurisprudence as well as in the supporting commentary surrounding the right to 
life. However, as yet the right does not legally impose any environmental duties 
upon State parties. Such duties may exist under other international instruments or 
domestic laws, but the failure to acknowledge the immediacy of the relationship 
between a right to life and the environmental preconditions to that life (and the 
absurdity of discussing one in the absence of the other) leaves a gaping hole in the 
blanket of protection that international human rights law is supposed to provide. 
This is thus an area which must undergo significant development if the human 
rights regime is to stay relevant and meet the needs of those it seeks to protect –
humanity as a whole. 
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The rights to food, water, and health may themselves be considered as 
components of the right to life, however, the current lack of an environmental 
dimension to that right forces us to look elsewhere for the protection of these 
basic human needs. Though commonly perceived as being somehow inferior in 
force to the ICCPR,
310
 the ICESCR provides a much stronger basis for the 
practical protection of the rights it contains, and in turn the ICCPR rights which 
are dependent upon them. This is because, unlike the oversights of the ICCPR, the 
rights to food, water and health succeed in imposing environmental duties upon 
States, thus opening the door for the effective protection of human well-being 
which acts as a foundation for achieving all other rights. The right to food 
incorporates a requirement of environmental sustainability, which, while as yet a 
marginal and underdeveloped aspect of the right, is nevertheless an imposition of 
some form of environmental duty upon States. The need for further development 
of this duty is obvious, as the responsibility remains indeterminate and thus 
possibly unenforceable – but the mere recognition of a need to address 
environmental aspects of the right to food is a significant step towards addressing 
the practical realities of human rights issues today. The right to water, ―widely 
recognised but still not legally binding‖,311 is so inextricably linked to the 
environment that the principle barely needs to be articulated – as a natural 
resource, the provision of a minimum quantity and quality of water to all people 
requires active conservation, protection and rehabilitation of said resource, which 
in itself amounts to environmental management. As such, the right clearly entails 
an environmental duty upon States, and if the debate around this right continues at 
its current intensity, it can be expected that this duty will become legally as well 
as ethically binding in the near future. The right to health contains perhaps the 
most explicit environmental duty, requiring the provision of a ‗healthy 
environment‘, or one that does not preclude good mental and physical health. It 
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also requires States to take action to prevent disease and malnutrition, the 
oftentimes environmental origins of which will need to be addressed under the 
duty. 
 
In summary, current international human rights law does impose duties on States 
with regards to the environment, but only in the context of the rights to food, 
water and health, and only in very broad, vague terms and without specific targets 
or standards of action. In addition, because the right to life does not impose any 
such duties, state obligations regarding the environment exist only under the 
ICESCR, except perhaps in circumstances of preventing third-party violation.
312
 
Whether or not it is legally correct, the ICESCR is often perceived as imposing 
softer requirements than the ICCPR: ―economic, social and cultural rights are 
subject to progressive implementation in light of resources. This may severely 
limit the usefulness of such rights in the environmental field.‖313 There are thus 
significant obstacles to be overcome before international law can be said to be 
adequate to the threat posed to human rights by environmental degradation. This 
chapter will now consider the best means of overcoming such obstacles, 
beginning with the current push for an ‗environmental human right‘. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The analyses conducted above have sought to explore the extent to which certain 
human rights may be said to incorporate an obligation of environmental action 
upon states. Through an examination of formal international instruments, 
jurisprudence, regional agreements and scholarly commentary a number of 
boundaries with regard to this issue have been established. Firstly, whilst the right 
to life under the ICCPR would seem to logically require certain environmental 
standards, the legal status of the right does not at present support this. In contrast, 
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the right to food under the ICESCR does seem to require the consideration of 
environmental issues, particularly with regard to the requirement of sustainability 
discussed in the interpretative comments to the right. The right to water, only 
recently articulated as a separate right, consequently lacks significant legal force - 
there is arguably no legal redress in international human rights law for a violation 
of this right. Nevertheless, it is only a matter of time before this right is fully 
embedded in law, and its attendant environmental components with it. 
Development of this right is therefore of interest as an example of continued 
evolution of the law to encompass environmental threats to human well-being. 
Finally, the right to health has been discussed in the context of a requirement that 
states remove environmental barriers to health, such as harmful pollution, poor 
sanitation, and conditions which foster disease. 
 
Having established the current legal status of the environment in existing human 
rights law, this paper will now turn to a normative analysis of the situation as it 
presently stands. Specifically, I am concerned with whether the obligations 
created by the existing law are proportionate to the challenges posed by 
environmental degradation, and if not, how the law might be further developed in 
order to permit the full realisation of international human rights. 
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“[A] right to an environment of quality can effectively be seen as one of the 
foundation stones on which all other rights depend” 
- Justice Glazebrook 314 
 
 
“The right to live is the right from which all other rights stem. Guaranteeing 
this right is the paramount duty of those in charge of all States throughout 
the world.” 
–  Hague Declaration on the Environment 315 
 
CHAPTER FOUR: 
THE WAY FORWARD 
 
The previous chapter sought to explore those areas of the human rights lexicon 
which are most obviously – and urgently – affected by environmental conditions. 
It was there demonstrated that while a certain standard of environmental integrity 
is a necessary precondition of the rights to food, water, health, and life itself, 
existing human rights law recognises this link only minimally. The ability of the 
human rights regime to address this deficiency of the law is vital to the on-going 
success or failure of efforts to protect the dignity of the human person in the face 
of accelerating environmental degradation. This chapter will aim to explore the 
options available for such development, with the goal of laying out a clear 
strategy for future action. One potential option which is gaining increasing 
popularity among academic and even judicial circles is that of introducing an 
explicit ‗human right to the environment‘. The arguments for and against this 
possibility will be outlined, and the concept compared to alternative options for 
future development. Ultimately, this Chapter will conclude that while the concept 
of a right to the environment has intuitive appeal, the best way to achieve an 
adequate level of environmental protection is not through the formulation of any 
new law, but to adopt an expanded, ecologically informed interpretation of our 
existing law. Just as Chapter Two found that we already possess more than 
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adequate legal tools to bring about an ethical reduction in population growth; this 
Chapter will likewise rely on the existing law as a basis for action. The difference 
in this instance is simply that while the basic framework of the law is strong, the 
interpretative materials demonstrate only a shallow understanding of the 
ecological elements of human right law. How this understanding might be 
deepened so that the law more accurately reflects the reality of an environmentally 
compromised world will be the focus of the concluding sections of this paper. 
 
4.1 A Human Right to the Environment 
 
In recognition of the fact that our existing law is not adequately addressing the 
underlying causes of much human suffering, contemporary scholarship has been 
increasingly focused on establishing a basis for the introduction of a human right 
to the environment. This right is envisioned as a stand-alone right, explicitly and 
individually recognised, and equivalent in status to existing ICCPR and ICESCR 
rights such as the right to freedom from torture or the right to a private life. Under 
the envisaged right, ―a victim [would] not have to prove that his or her right to life 
(or any other right) has been violated as a result of an environmental problem. A 
victim should be able to vindicate a violation of a right to a clean environment, 
assuming the parameters of this right can be laid down.‖316The popularity of this 
proposed right should come as no surprise, as it seems to offer a tool that can be 
broadly applied to compel action without relying on the establishment of 
individual harm as it has traditionally been conceived. Such a right also seems to 
more accurately reflect the personal loss felt by some from environmental 
degradation – a feeling not only of having been deprived of a resource, but a sense 
of violation, or wrongness on a deeper level. In the following analysis, it will be 
shown that while an argument exists that such a right exists as a matter of 
customary law, the evidentiary burden necessary to establish this is lacking. 
Furthermore, it is proposed that legal recognition of this right is not necessarily 
the best option for the future development of international human rights law. 
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4.1.1 Is there a legal basis for such a right? 
 
There have been a number of attempts from some quite influential quarters to 
formalise a distinct human right to an environment of a certain quality. Perhaps 
the strongest such bid came in the form of the Draft Declaration of Principles on 
Human Rights and the Environment, an initiative led by the Special Rapporteur on 
Human Rights and the Environment and developed in collaboration with a panel 
of experts from both legal and scientific backgrounds.
317
 These principles sought a 
declaration formalising a state duty to protect the environment, with the proposed 
document containing several strong affirmations of environmental rights: ―[a]ll 
persons have the right to a secure, healthy and ecologically sound environment‖; 
and elsewhere, ―[a]ll persons have the right to freedom from pollution, 
environmental degradation and activities that adversely affect the environment, 
threaten life, health, livelihood, well-being or sustainable development within, 
across or outside national boundaries‖.318 Perhaps because of the sweeping 
language involved, the Draft Declaration was never adopted and to this day ―the 
United Nations has not approved any general normative instrument on 
environmental rights‖.319 As such, in terms of a binding international Convention, 
a specific ‗human right to the environment‘ has never emerged. However, formal 
instruments such as Conventions or treaties comprise only one part of the human 
rights regime, with customary law being the other of the two ―primary forms of 
international law‖.320 We must therefore examine customary law as a potential 
source of this new right before any declaration can be made as to its legal force. 
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4.1.2 Customary law 
 
Customary law arises, as the name suggests, as a collective norm evidenced by 
action: ―[c]ustomary international law results from a general and consistent 
practice of states followed by them from a sense of legal obligation‖.321From this, 
it is clear that if it could be shown that most States already recognise an 
environmental right in practice, and do so out of a sense of obligation, it may be 
possible to argue that this right does in fact exist at an international level–
regardless of its absence from the indexes of international agreements. 
In considering what may be taken as evidence of customary law, the traditionally 
influential source has been the way that States actually behave,
322
 while ‗soft law‘ 
such as statements from international organisations, political leaders, national 
constitutions or legislation, and General Assembly resolutions, have traditionally 
been excluded: 
―General statements by international bodies…are not without significance, but their 
weight as evidence of custom cannot be assessed without considering actual State 
practice. National constitutions and legislation similarly require a measure of 
confirmation in actual behaviour. [Statements] with human rights provisions that are 
little more than window-dressing can hardly be cited as significant evidence of 
practice or ‗general principles‘ of law.‖
323
 
Those who advocate this narrower approach have held up the wording of the Rio 
Declaration - carefully couched in terms of ‗entitlements‘ rather than ‗rights‘ - as 
just one example of a deliberate choice by States to make promises while never 
intending to make themselves legally accountable. It is argued that such rhetoric 
cannot be used to compel States since it evinces no ambition to achieving legal 
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status: ―had the signatories to Rio intended to recognize a human right to 
environment, they would have been plain about it.‖324 
 
However, recent developments have seen a shift in thinking on this point, and it 
may now be argued that secondary sources such as non-binding international 
agreements, government statements of intent, or other ―non-physical acts‖325can 
form evidence of customary law, and indeed, may actually be required to be taken 
into such consideration.
326
This broader approach aligns with the rules governing 
the International Court of Justice which, as a key judicial body in international 
law, is permitted by its constitution to look not only at the traditionally accepted 
legally binding instruments and ―general practice accepted as law‖, but also ―the 
general principles of law recognised by civilised nations‖, as well as ―judicial 
decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various 
nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law‖.327In other 
words, for the purposes of determining international customary law, ―a better 
approach is to regard state practice as including statements by states in which 
arguments are made without examination as to whether claims have ever been 
enforced. Accordingly, state practice is taken to include any act or statement by a 
state.‖328 Thus, while the strongest evidence of customary law remains how States 
act in practice, a sufficient weight of rhetorical acknowledgement of rights and 
duties can also be taken to indicate the existence of an international rule. This 
broadeningof the type of evidence accepted as implying customary law greatly 
increases the chances of finding a legally binding human right to the environment.  
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4.1.3 Does the right exist at customary law? 
 
The first place that many proponents of a distinct ‗right to environment‘ turn to is 
naturally the existing body of international instruments. As discussed in the 
previous Chapter, some existing rights already logically entail a kind of 
environmental right – a right to an environment that permits States to meet their 
obligations under those rights. Despite the fact that these duties have not been 
recognised in any consistent way at law, some argue that when taken in aggregate 
the environmental duties inherent to ICCPR and ICESCR rights can be seen as 
comprising a broader right to a healthy environment generally. The question 
essentially hinges on whether the unspoken environmental preconditions of these 
rights can themselves be construed as creating another, separate right.
329
 
However, this seems unlikely: as Prudence Taylor points out, ―there is no logical 
rationale for this argument‖, and while  
―[T]hese rights are obviously closely connected to the state of the environment… 
this connection alone does not justify recognition of a distinct right to a sound 
environment. Protection of the environment is a prerequisite to assuring all human 
rights. Thus, failure to provide environmental protection can amount to a violation 
of basic human rights. But this may not be sufficient to protect the environment 
adequately.‖330 
Of interest in this statement is that the implied criticism that environmental 
protections afforded by the key human rights instruments are narrower than what 
would be entailed in a fully-fledged ‗right to the environment‘. This raises serious 
questions for the project, since to try to extend human rights protections to cover 
goals that may not directly influence the achievement of human goods such as the 
rights to life, food, water, and health, would go beyond the limits of what the 
human rights law allows. In seeking to create a brand new right out of existing 
rights, proponents of an environmental human right are presumably seeking to 
impose obligations in areas beyond those covered by the ICCPR and ICESCR – in 
other words, environmental protection beyond what is necessary for full 
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implementation of universal human rights. However, these covenants represent a 
quite specific pledge to further the human condition, and attempts to hold states 
bound in an area totally separate to the original intent of these treaties – the 
promotion of human dignity and well-being – seems an unfeasible proposition. As 
will be discussed, it is much more desirable that such goals be pursued through 
environmental law. Because of these limitations, and the very nascent character of 
the environmental duties under the ICCPR and ICESCR, it is unlikely that a 
discrete human right to the environment can be constructed from existing 
covenant obligations alone. We are thus required to look to the ‗soft law‘ for 
evidence of such a right at customary law. 
 
The commentary of many primary institutions of international law provides a rich 
source of material suggesting that the maintenance of a good or healthy 
environment can be characterised as a human right. The Stockholm Declaration, 
one of the original links between the human rights regime and the environmental 
movement, pledges in its first Principle a ―fundamental right‖ to ―an environment 
of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being‖.331 This provision has 
been interpreted in strong rights language: 
―The relationships established by the Stockholm Declaration between the 
environment, development, satisfactory living conditions, dignity, well-being and 
individual rights, including the right to life, constitute recognition of the right to a 
healthy and decent environment… which may be demanded as such by [human 
rights] beneficiaries, i.e. individuals alone or in association with others, 
communities, associations and other components of civil society, as well as 
peoples.‖332 
 Similarly, the Brundtland Commission concluded in 1987 that ―[a]ll human 
beings have the fundamental right to an environment adequate for their health and 
well-being.‖333 More recently again, the Aarhus convention –though principally 
concerned with procedural rights surrounding the environment- saw fit to 
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conclude that ―every person has the right to live in an environment adequate to his 
or her health and well-being, and the duty, both individually and in association 
with others, to protect and improve the environment for the benefit of present and 
future generations.‖334 
 
More recently, a 2009 international conference under the auspices of the UNEP 
and UNESCO resulted in the Tehran Declaration on Human Rights and the 
Environment, which declares in its opening statement that ―the stewardship of the 
environment is a fundamental responsibility of all people and that individuals and 
communities have the right to live in a clean and healthy environment.‖335 The 
Biskaia Declaration on the Right to the Environment echoes this, stating that 
―everyone has the right, individually or in association with others, to enjoy a 
healthy and ecologically balanced environment‖.336 There are thus a number of 
strong statements from authoritative sources which could be taken as evidence of 
an environmental human rights existing at customary law. 
 
This recognition extends to the regional level, where two of the three major 
international agreements formally recognise a broad right to the environment:
337
 
the San Salvador Protocol of 1988, and the African Charter of 1981. Article 11 of 
the American Protocol states,
338
 
1. Everyone shall have the right to live in a healthy environment and to have access to 
basic public services.  
2. The State Parties shall promote the protection, preservation, and improvement of 
the environment.  
Although open to all members of the Organisation of American States, only 14 
countries have ratified this Protocol (most of them South American) and tellingly, 
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not including either America or Canada.
339
 Nevertheless, the agreement represents 
another strong statement of an international will to recognise ―the overwhelming 
and sweeping transformation in the valoration of environmental concerns in all 
levels of society.‖340 The 1981 African Charter seeks to impose a similar 
obligation upon its signatories; with Article 24 stating that ―all peoples shall have 
the right to a general satisfactory environment favourable to their development‖. 
However, it must be remembered that despite these superficially quite strong 
statements of rights, on-going serious environmental degradation in these regions 
suggests that state practice lags behind the formal standard espoused in these 
documents. Consequently, the lack of weight given to the implementation of these 
provisions in practice would seem to limit the value of these statements. Of 
course, as formal international agreements, it would be unwise to discount them as 
being free of any legal consequence whatsoever and they do thus add a more 
limited weight to the suggestion that these kinds of rights have become 
international norms. 
 
Meanwhile in Europe, numerous attempts have been made to establish a similar 
provision within their regional human rights framework. The Parliament of the 
Council of Europe has repeatedly proposed the formulation of an Additional 
Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights, specifically creating a 
―right to a healthy and viable environment.‖341 Despite on-going political and 
public pressure, such a right has been rejected, even as recently as June 2010.
342
  
This continued absence of a formal declaration in this area seems somewhat 
inconsistent with the human rights law on the ground in the European region – 
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despite having the least in the way of a formal articulation of a human right to the 
environment, of the three regions discussed here it is Europe that comes the 
closest to recognising such a right in practice. In addition to a truly impressive 
body of environmental protection law,
343
 the human rights link has been made in 
numerous European cases, as was discussed with reference to specific existing 
rights such as the right to life.
344
 Advocates for formal recognition thus argue that 
―the European Court of Human Rights has itself indirectly upheld the right to a 
healthy environment through its case law‖345, and that ―[t]here has been clear and 
substantial recognition of the right to environment by European regional 
organisations, courts, and individual nations.‖346 Indeed, in the case of 
Marangapolous v Greece the judgement of the European Committee of Social 
Rights even went so far as to explicitly recognise of a ―right to a healthy 
environment‖.347Arguably then, the human right to the environment does exist at a 
regional level – in Africa and much of the Americas at a theoretical level, and on a 
more practical plane in Europe.  
 
Coming down to a State-by-State level, national statements regarding a human 
right to environment are stronger still, and collectively provide the most robust 
evidence for the existence of such a norm as a global reality; ―there is copious 
state practice in the environmental area (both in domestic legislation and in 
international environmental law) that seems to reflect opinion juris regarding state 
obligations to protect the right to environment.‖348 Constitutions provide a key 
source of such rights, and ―[o]f the approximately 193 countries of the world, 
there are now 117 whose national constitutions mention the protection of the 
environment or natural resources. Of these, 56 countries explicitly recognise the 
right to a clean and healthy environment, and 97 constitutions make it the duty of 
the national government to prevent harm to the environment.‖349 These provisions 
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tend to be couched in strong terms, such as ―everyone has the right to enjoy an 
environment suitable for the development of the person‖,350 and recognised 
elsewhere, ―the right to an environment that is conducive to health and to natural 
surroundings whose productivity and diversity are preserved.‖351 Even where a 
right to the environment is not so explicitly stated, states have found ways to 
incorporate it into existing law. One example of this judicial determination to 
address the human consequences of environmental degradation is that of India. In 
addition to the incorporation of environmental duties into the constitutionally 
guaranteed right to life, the Courts have also made more general statements 
establishing a general right to the environment, not connected to other human 
rights. For example, in Shanti Star Builders vs Narayan Totame, it was stated that 
―a civilised society‖ would guarantee ―the right to decent environment‖.352 
 
All of this tends towards the establishment of a human right to the environment, in 
that ―[n]ational constitutions may be evidence of general principles of law 
common to major legal systems… The prevalence of environmental rights in 
domestic constitutions is strong evidence of the emergence of the right to 
environment as a principle of customary law.‖353 
 
In contrast, scholarly opinion on this subject is fraught, with much disagreement 
as to the legal status of a broad ‗right to the environment‘. While the majority of 
scholars in this area seem to be unopposed to such a right in theory, its legal status 
in practice is a subject of greater division. Some regard the body of evidence 
above as being sufficient to have already established the right: ―the evidence that 
the right to environment has now emerged as a principle of customary 
international law is strong‖354 and the right ―has become a reality in international 
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and European law.‖355 Elsewhere, it is recognised as a kind of ‗almost-law‘, not 
yet enforceable but an almost inevitable addition to the human rights lexicon:  
―The right to a safe, healthy and ecologically-balanced environment is regarded as 
a human right in itself. Although considered more an emerging concept, it has 
become a fundamental norm not just for environmental protection but equally for 
human rights since neither of the two can be safeguarded without the other.‖356 
 
However, despite this support there is a significant body of work that argues for 
the opposite conclusion – that a stand alone human right to the environment does 
not currently exist in international law. Ian Brownlie summarised this position, 
explaining that the reluctance to declare the existence of such a right does not 
stem from any disapproval of legal progression in itself: 
―[i]t will be said that we have to start somewhere, and that pioneers are by 
definition isolated. But that is not what is happening here. The type of law 
invention about which I have reservations involves a tendency to cut out the real 
pioneering –the process of persuasion and diplomacy- and to put in its place the 
premature announcement that the new settlement is built.‖357 
This harks back to the idea that ―international norms are required to evince state 
consent‖358, and the danger of trying to ‗tack on‘ additional rights (and their 
accompanying duties) that are too far outside the original scope of international 
instruments. There is a sense that declaring such a right in existence would by-
pass the necessary process of debate and careful negotiation of terms required 
before holding a State legally accountable. This coupled with a relative paucity of 
evidence that States wish to be so bound has cultivated a convincing argument 
within the academic community that ―there is insufficient support for the 
existence of such a right, either in international human rights instruments or in 
customary law.‖359 This ultimately comes down to the fact that, even where soft 
law statements have been made, they are not sufficient to overcome the fact that 
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the sentiments expressed in these statements are consistently not implemented in 
practice, leading to the conclusion that ―while there are a growing number of texts 
guaranteeing a right to the environment, at present the state practice and opinion 
juris necessary to call a right to environment customary international law is 
lacking.‖360 
 
On balance, it seems that despite wide recognition in rhetoric, the threshold of 
practical execution of a human right to the environment has not been reached, and 
as such, the right has no legal standing at present. Put simply, while plenty of 
people are willing to recognise such a right in theory, far fewer States are willing 
to ‗walk the talk‘. This is not to say that future developments in this area might 
not bring the right onto stronger foundations, and it is for this reason that it is 
important to now consider whether this is something that should be encouraged, 
or whether resources might be better deployed elsewhere. 
 
4.1.4 Is a human right to the environment to be desired? 
 
As the above discussion makes clear, the idea of a stand alone right to the 
environment has come to be a popular one. The natural inclination for anyone 
concerned with both environmental and human well-being is to see the 
development of such a right as a positive thing, on the grounds that it could only 
further both causes while creating a draw for public attention to the gravity of 
these issues. However, it will here be argued that in fact the creation of a specific 
human right to the environment is at best unnecessary, and at worst would 
actually detract from the protection of both people and planet. 
 
The central argument supporting the creation of a human right to the environment 
separate from any environmental obligations implied in the existing instruments 
seems to be that it will allow for an appropriate consideration of the intrinsic value 
of the environment. The current set of rights is frequently criticized as being 
anthropocentric: ―[t]he question is whether these existing rights provide adequate 
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protection. The first point is that the focus is not specifically on the environment. 
This in itself is a limitation.‖361 However, it must be recalled that the very purpose 
of human rights is to recognise the ―inherent dignity and of the equal and 
inalienable rights of all members of the human family‖.362 To put it bluntly, 
human rights are by definition anthropocentric – that they are at heart about 
people is not a limitation but a necessary fact of their constitution. While it is 
beyond question that the human rights community must ‗care‘ about the 
environment, it is equally true that it must do so only to the extent that it will 
benefit humans. A purely environmental goal with no links to human well-being 
does not belong in a human rights discussion; ―environmental protection cannot 
be wholly incorporated into the human rights agenda without deforming the 
concept of human rights and distorting its program.‖363 
 
It was the goal of Chapter Three of this thesis to demonstrate that the existing 
legal situation does not, at present, provide adequate protection for the 
environment. However, it is possible to argue that a truly comprehensive 
realisation of the human rights that are already secured in the international system 
would be sufficient to provide an extremely high level of environmental 
protection in order to maximise human well-being.
364
 If this is the case, the only 
additional benefit of introducing a new, stand alone ‗right to the environment‘, 
would be that it permits environmental problems to be approached from a 
perspective not connected with humanity – from a non-anthropocentric, more 
‗objective‘, or purely environmental approach. Arguably however, this would then 
remove the basis for including such a right in the human rights category at all. 
Such a goal would instead be best dealt with under purely environmental law.
365
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must be concluded that if existing rights are given their full, ecologically literate 
interpretation, then a ‗human right to the environment‘ contributes nothing to 
improving human rights, instead seeking to improve environmental protection 
alone – an improper stretch of the boundaries of the law. 
 
There are other reasons besides relevance to the human condition as to why a 
specific human right to environment may not be the solution the international 
community is looking for. The problem of definition is a considerable one, as 
evinced by the range of different adjectives used wherever the right is discussed 
by the various nations, courts, institutions, and scholars mentioned above – does 
the right refer to a ‗healthy‘, ‗sound‘, ‗clean‘, ‗satisfactory‘, ‗secure‘, 
‗ecologically sound‘ or ‗flourishing‘ environment, or is it all of these things? 
Again, because of the imprecise and varied nature of the terms used here, it would 
be difficult to impose a uniform interpretation of any description without 
incurring allegations of cultural relativism: 
―A right to a substantive environment is too inherently relativistic to have a common 
universal core of meaning applicable to all societies. Many human rights do allow a 
significant ‗margin of appreciation‘ to those who interpret and apply them nationally, 
subject to a measure of international ‗boundary control‘, and it may be that this is the best 
that can be hoped for in this context.‖
366
 
The concept of a ‗good‘ environment is thus so open to inconsistency as to render 
any right to such almost meaningless: those states who pose the greatest concern 
in terms of environmental degradation are unlikely to interpret the right strictly, 
while little if anything would be added to the behaviours of those states who are 
already in a strong position environmentally. The great difficulty seems to be that 
while the norms surrounding for example, the right to life seem to be relatively 
universal, no such consensus exists around the environment. The definition of a 
human right to the environment as it is currently conceived would in practice be 
so uncertain as to make compliance either impossible or pointless.
367
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Another argument advanced for establishing a substantive right to the 
environment is that such a right could protect people from the loss of goods not 
covered by the existing human rights framework. Specifically, it could provide 
―protection for the aesthetic value of natural spaces, which is ‗a substantive area 
not protected under current human rights law or existing environmental 
rights‘‖368This idea seems to be separate from the anthropocentric argument, in 
that it claims that humans might suffer some loss through environmental 
degradation that is not currently provided for in the more materially focused 
human rights provisions. However, even a cursory glance at the existing law 
seems to show ample room for an interpretation of existing rights which would 
protect against exactly such a loss as described above. The rights to cultural life, 
the rights to hold a religion of your choice, and the rights to mental health could 
all be interpreted so as to incorporate an element of environmental protection, in 
an instance where the loss caused from environmental degradation was 
psychological or spiritual in nature.  
 
An additional concern is the need to avoid the proliferation of human rights, and 
the potential devaluing of the system as a whole that might result. It is argued that 
by continuing to impose more and more obligations upon an international 
community already struggling to meet more basic duties, a risk is created that 
non-compliance will begin to be viewed with complacency. The concern is that 
this might discourage States from pursuing human rights goals, if they are in any 
event likely to find themselves labelled as ‗noncompliant‘ on some other aspect of 
the law. It could thus be argued that an attempt to formulate an entirely new 
‗human right to the environment‘ would not only fail to produce the results 
envisioned by its proponents but could actually divert both resources and political 
energy from more likely prospects for future development.  
 
In summary, the case for a human right to the environment is ultimately 
unconvincing. That is does not exist at law is a fact, and that it ought not be the 
focus of our energies is demonstrated by a number of factors. There are concerns 
over definition and the proliferation of rights, as well as the immense difficulty 
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and expense that would be involved in formalising and regulating such a right. 
Moreover, the right seems fundamentally incompatible with the goals of the 
human rights regime, given that the law already possesses more than adequate 
tools for achieving comprehensive human well-being. The following section will 
discuss the means by which these tools can best be wielded; specifically, by 
creating an expanded interpretation of existing human rights law. 
 
4.2 The Expansion of Existing Rights 
 
Chapter Three discussed the potential of a number of established human rights 
which might be interpreted as imposing environmental obligations upon States. 
However, an analysis of these rights showed that the current legal situation does 
not accurately reflect the true scope of this potential, and practical recognition of 
the environmental prerequisites of these rights at an international level remains 
largely limited to vague, cursory mentions of ‗sustainability‘ and ‗environmental 
hygiene‘ under the rights to food and health. It is clear thata comprehensive 
attainment of human rights cannot be achieved under an international regime that 
fails to recognise the absurdity of treating the wellbeing of the human person as if 
it were separate from the environment in which it must function. Environmental 
quality is not an ‗optional extra‘, nice to have but a secondary concern in the 
broader human rights scheme. It is instead a prerequisite for the achievement of 
those rights, the foundation from which rights talk has been allowed to develop, 
and without which attempts to uphold the moral standards of human dignity and 
the value of human life must necessarily fail.  
 
One approach to this problem suggests that the most appropriate means of 
meeting the deficiencies of the current law is through a more explicit recognition 
of the environmental duties inherent to existing human rights law. This would in 
essence require both the ICCPR and the ICESCR to adapt to include the 
requirement of meeting the ecological prerequisites of the rights originally agreed 
- a type of expansion consistent with the idea that human rights instruments must 
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remain living documents.
369
 This tactic has many advantages, perhaps most 
significantly the fact that it would avoid the difficulties attendant to the drafting 
process of any new international agreement: ―recognition of environmental 
deprivations of existing rights does not require the creation of any new doctrine, 
but merely an ecologically literate reading of existing human rights.‖370 The 
approach has also found favour with a recent High Level Experts Meeting 
convened by the UN, which weighed the merits of both the creation of a stand 
alone human right to the environment and the expansion of existing rights as 
viable options for future development. The meeting concluded that the latter 
approach 
―may provide a quicker and easier path than developing a new human right, 
particularly given the disputes over the justiciability and definition of a substantive 
right …The experts [also] noted that, given how much international law has 
already developed in this area, any process forward should concentrate on 
obligations that governments have already agreed to and address gaps in a 
consistent manner, rather than attempt to develop entirely new obligations.‖371 
 
Essentially, what is required is not the articulation of any new legal concept, but 
simply the further development of interpretative materials to explicitly recognise 
the obligations already inherent to the existing law. Lee sets out the process by 
which this might occur: ―Claiming an environmental component to a recognised 
human right is to give a new component of a presently-recognised right the same 
legal footing as the recognised definition. For this recognition to be accepted, the 
new component must develop as a principle of customary international law, or 
else be accepted through a convention or binding multilateral treaty.‖372 It has 
already been discussed that introducing a new instrument could be a difficult 
political task, which may further have the result of not compelling the kind of 
change needed amongst those who may choose not to be bound by such an 
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instrument. Our other alternative then is to encourage the development of these 
obligations under customary international law.  
 
4.2.1 Cementing new interpretations as customary law 
 
The path for achieving such development is two-fold: increase the availability of 
expert knowledge and opinion on the relationship between the environment and 
violations of human rights, and, most importantly, see cases of this kind brought 
to court. It is only once a sufficient body of case law has been amassed from a 
sufficient number of state parties, recognising the violation of convention-based 
rights by environmental mismanagement, that an attempt can be made to legally 
compel to action those state parties who have failed to act to protect their 
environment, and thus in turn their people.  
 
The ultimate goal and the marker by which it could be said that this milestone had 
been achieved would be a decision from the International Court of Justice (ICJ) 
recognising the existence of environmental duties within the human rights regime. 
As the highest judicial authority of the United Nations, such a decision would 
cement the rule in international customary law – a position ultimately more 
powerful than enshrining the principle in a treaty alone, since customary law can 
compel even dissenting states. Any such judgment would likely take the form of 
an advisory opinion, the outcome of a special procedure whereby certain 
organisational structures within the UN are able to ask for clarification of a point 
of international law. Such opinions are generally (as the name suggests) merely 
advisory, despite the fact that they ―carry great legal weight and moral 
authority‖;373 however, under certain circumstances these judgments can be issued 
to have a legally binding effect.
374
 Whether it is realistic to expect that a judgment 
on the environmental elements of human rights duties would achieve such 
elevated status, even a theoretically ‗non-binding‘ decision would effectively 
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cement such a principle as customary law. As discussed above, achieving such a 
decision would require a finding of both strong State practice and ‗soft law‘ 
support. Clearly, it is State practice which has the farthest distance to come before 
environmental cognisance can be said to be an international norm. However, there 
are a number of ways in which States can be compelled toward acting with greater 
environmental responsibility in respect of their human rights duties. 
 
In the first instance, it would be highly desirable for the governing bodies of the 
two Covenants to issue over-arching declarations (in the nature of the 1990 
CESCR Comment defining State parties obligations) establishing the duty of 
environmental management in relation to human rights. Such a document would 
need to acknowledge the centrality of the environment to the broader human 
rights scheme and at the same time set out the specific nature of the obligations 
under each right. It would need to define what the obligations consist of, from 
whom and to whom the obligation is owed, how such obligations can be said to 
have been met, and the procedures for both assistance and rebuke in cases of non-
compliance. Because such a document would necessarily be quite wordy, it may 
be more expedient to split this into more wieldy pieces and instead issue a 
separate comment regarding the environmental obligations inherent to each right, 
additional to the existing interpretations. 
 
As an example of how this might work in practice, it has already been mentioned 
that current state obligations under the right to food are inadequate with regard to 
the environmental determinants of that right. As such, a comment issued by the 
CESCR detailing the specific content of the obligations attendant to this right 
would be a significant step towards addressing this shortcoming. A logical 
expansion of those obligations would see a number of environmental management 
strategies adopted as being duties of the state: for example, a duty to provide 
education on sustainable farming techniques such as crop rotation, a duty to 
reduce reliance on fossil fuel based fertilisers, a duty to monitor soil ecology and 
pollinator health, a duty to monitor irrigation practices and enforce 
environmentally responsible pesticide use. Duties would also exist at a lower 
level, where individuals and corporations are seen as having a responsibility to 
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adopt sustainable practices, if not at an optimal level of maximising long-term 
food production, at least to the point where they may not act to the detriment of 
the land in terms of an ability to produce food in the future. These are simply 
environmental management tools which must become part of the repertoire of 
right to food, since without them the prospects for long-term food security are 
almost nil. 
 
Other high-level institutions have important roles to play in establishing 
environmental management as a human rights norm. General Assembly 
resolutions, though not legally binding, are nevertheless strong statements of 
sentiment and international political will. The continued declaration by this body 
of the necessity of considering and acting to prevent environmental impediments 
to human rights goods would act as a further interpretive aid to any judge seeking 
to ascertain international opinion on these matters. The drafting process of any 
such resolution would itself assist in the progress of customary international law, 
by forcing States to engage with the science behind this movement and actively 
consider the issue with regard to their own level of compliance. It is tempting to 
think that this alone could act as a motivating factor in changing behaviour, once 
the advantages to their citizens of a sustainable, productive environment becomes 
apparent, but at the very least it would permit a more accurate assessment of states 
current positions on this issue. Even if the reception to such an idea is initially 
hostile, it would at least enable a dialogue to commence which might address the 
concerns of dissenting states. 
 
The ICJ has already been mentioned with regard to gaining an advisory opinion 
on this subject. Besides issuing such opinions, the Court‘s main duty is to preside 
over contentious cases, the process by which a state brings a complaint against 
another state. A contentious case brought under international human rights law 
which dealt with transboundary environmental harm would be a valuable tool in 
building the case for a customary law linking human rights and the environment. 
While no such case exists at present, it is surely only a matter of time before a 
state alleges the violation of its citizens‘ human rights by another states action or 
inaction on environmental matters; the escalating debate surrounding the right to 
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water is just one example where one country‘s actions can literally dictate the 
ability of states ‗downstream‘ to meet their human rights obligations. As such, 
there is a role for legal experts in building the case for an expanded concept of 
existing human rights: it is essential that states are aware of the ICJ as an avenue 
of redress for environmental harm which impacts upon the ability to meet human 
rights obligations, and assisted in bringing such claims before the Court.  
 
Other international organisations may play a similarly vital role. Further 
statements and reports by high-level institutions such as the FAO, WHO, the 
UNEP, the OHCHR, the relevant Special Rapporteurs, as well as regional human 
rights bodies would help to build momentum for State behavioural change. It is 
therefore essential that the relevant reports are commissioned and sufficient 
resources devoted to enable practical guidelines to be developed regarding the 
specific content of the environmental obligations arising under each right. These 
organisations are best equipped with specialist knowledge and access to a wide 
source of ground-level information, and it is thus essential that these agencies are 
able to take the lead in clarifying the precise ways in which the environment can 
help or hinder human rights efforts. 
 
A final burden rests upon academic and political commentators, who will 
necessarily function as a foundational information source for those seeking to 
make decisions at a higher level. By presenting strong arguments accompanied by 
legitimate quantitative data, which make the link between environmental 
degradation and violations of human rights, this community has the potential to 
influence international opinion on this issue from the bottom up. History has 
shown that where a sufficient weight of expert evidence is accumulated, States 
can find it hard to justify inaction even in the face of powerful interest groups: the 
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer
375
 is one example 
of action at an international level that was precipitated by strong consensus among 
expert groups. 
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4.2.3 The advantages of this approach 
 
If all of the above institutions and groups could be mobilised to act in the ways 
discussed here, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the case for finding a 
justiciable, environmentally literate interpretation of existing human rights at 
customary international law would be greatly strengthened. A combined effort 
from international institutions, individual state governments, and the wider 
academic community may achieve what each alone could not: 
―Where rights have been strengthened the cause is not so much individual factors 
acting independently – whether in law, politics, technology, economics, or 
consciousness – but a complex interweaving of mutually reinforcing processes. 
What pulls human rights forward is not a series of separate, parallel cords, but a 
‗rope‘ of multiple, interwoven strands.‖376 
While the path towards an expanded conception of existing rights may thus appear 
frustratingly rambling, the resultant law will ultimately be the stronger for having 
the weight of societal saturation behind it – something that may not likewise 
accompany the faster process of drafting a new instrument, bypassing as it does 
the need for obtaining acceptance at every level of the global community. 
 
The advantages of taking this approach of expanding the obligations attendant to 
existing rights rather than attempting to formulate an entirely new right are 
several. In the first instance, it avoids the confusion of definition: while it is no 
doubt a matter of some complexity to say what immediate environmental 
preconditions must be satisfied in order to attain food security for a population, it 
is nevertheless a comparatively easy task in contrast to achieving a practical 
definition of what a ‗right to environment‘ consists of.377 What is more, such an 
expansion avoids the charge of pushing the boundaries of interpretation beyond 
what the initial agreements can legitimately stand. To elucidate what was taken 
for granted 70 years ago is simply to recognise that the context within which these 
rights operate has changed: while politics, violent conflict and sheer lack of will 
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remain key challenges to the achievement of human rights, it has been argued here 
that their biggest threat now comes not from direct human causes, but from the 
second-hand consequences of our inability to protect the environment, and thus 
the resource base upon which we rely. Expanding state duties to formally 
recognise the environmental antecedents of these rights is thus merely the logical 
elaboration of what has always been assumed, a necessity if the international 
community wishes to see out the intentions of the drafting parties and secure the 
rights they sought to uphold. A further advantage is that the existing system of 
issuing interpretive comments under the ICCPR and ICESCR avoids the need to 
create (and resource) any new supervisory body. The complaints procedures are 
likewise well developed, and empowered to provide both states and individuals 
with recourse for breach of the proposed duties.
378
 
 
One objection to this approach has been that the existing human rights bodies do 
not provide sufficient deterrent value. However, it is difficult to see how any new 
supervisory body might fare better in its attempts to compel action. This is 
because international law by nature walks a difficult line in seeking to uphold 
global standards while respecting State sovereignty. If a State is particularly 
determined to violate international law, there is little that can be done to force 
them to do otherwise: ―the [Human Rights] Committee cannot force a state to 
right a wrong, [however] its decisions can carry political and moral force and 
many states do comply with its decisions.‖379 Similarly, the CESCR is by no 
means toothless:  
―[though] the Committee's concluding observations, in particular suggestions and 
recommendations, may not carry legally binding status, they are indicative of the 
opinion of the only expert body entrusted with and capable of making such 
pronouncements. Consequently, for States parties to ignore or not act on such 
views would be to show bad faith in implementing their Covenant-based 
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obligations. In a number of instances, changes in policy, practice and law have 
been registered at least partly in response to the Committee's concluding 
observations.‖380 
Any attempt to set up a new regulatory body would face precisely the same 
difficulties, and it is unlikely that any attempt to take a ‗harder line‘ with 
noncompliant States would be met with great resistance. 
 
Another objection to the retention of the existing system is the argument that these 
bodies are not experts in environmental matters, and thus could not adjudicate on 
such issues. Justice Glazebrook of the New Zealand Court of Appeal makes the 
case for a new, more specifically qualified supervisory body for human 
rights/environmental concerns:  
―[i]t may well be that current human rights bodies lack expertise relating to the 
environment. Equally, existing environmental bodies may lack human rights 
expertise. This may suggest the need for a combined body, which would provide a 
welcome opportunity to rationalise existing structures, both in the human rights 
and environmental fields.‖381 
While it is true that the members of the HRC and the CESCR are not selected on 
the basis of scientific expertise, the vital role of advisory bodies such as the WHO, 
FAO and UNEP in clarifying what environmental human rights duties consist of 
would continue where it came to determining the human rights impact of discrete 
instances of environmental action or inaction. That this is eminently practical is 
illustrated by the fact that domestic judges are not called upon to be experts in all 
areas of law over which they preside, but instead likewise rely on expert 
testimony in determining causation. 
 
In summary, the best path to ensuring human rights are not violated through 
environmental mismanagement is by explicitly acknowledging the environmental 
prerequisites to those rights and incorporating the duties this logically creates into 
the existing human rights framework. 
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4.2.4The nature of the duties 
 
Should such an expansion of rights be adopted, the nature of these obligations 
would not differ significantly from the pattern set out by the establishing 
instruments. As such, environmental duties necessary to protect the right to life 
under the ICCPR would thus impose an immediate, non-derogable obligation. 
More controversially, environmental obligations under the ICESCR would be 
subject to the progressive implementation framework set out in Article 2 of the 
Covenant. This clause introduces the requirement that a State ―take steps, 
individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially 
economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to 
achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present 
Covenant by all appropriate means‖.382 While this provision has been the cause of 
much angst among scholarly commentators, the General Comment issued to 
clarify this issue is fairly clear as to the meaning of this: a State has to show that it 
is doing everything possible to move towards practical realisation of these 
rights,
383
 and where in doing so it comes up against resource constraints, must 
seek assistance from the international community
384
. In the current context, this 
means that a State cannot plead a lack of resources in failing to deal with 
environmental problems that threaten its citizens‘ health or access to food or 
water. If an environmental problem is beyond the financial, technical, or 
administrative reach of a government, that government must appeal to the 
international community for assistance with this matter:  
―a distinction has to be made between the unwillingness and the inability of 
States to take action, the Committee considers that a state which claims it is 
unable to fulfil its obligation for reasons beyond its control (e.g. resource 
constraints) has to demonstrate that it has done everything in its power to ensure 
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access to food, including appealing for support from the international 
community.‖385 
This brings us naturally to the question of transboundary obligations, a topic of 
particular relevance for environmental concerns. 
 
4.3 Transnational State Responsibility 
 
International cooperation is particularly relevant in any context where an 
environmental situation poses a threat to human rights. Unlike other human rights 
violations such as torture or deprivation of education, which are - though 
undoubtedly influenced by regional events - most often confined to individual 
states and more or less under the control of state influences, environmental 
degradation poses a serious risk to human rights globally due to the 
interconnected nature of the environmental system. Thus, over and above 
responsibilities of international reciprocity and community, it is in the best interest 
of States to offer assistance with environmental degradation;
386
 ―[t]he 
environmental problématique does not respect, and is not contained within, 
national boundaries.‖387 This transboundary nature of environmental issues has 
previously been used to argue against incorporating environmental issues into the 
human rights lexicon: because human rights have traditionally been seen as 
embodying a state-citizen relationship,
388
 the idea that states might be held 
responsible for the deprivation of rights due to environmental factors beyond their 
control (caused by neighbouring states, for example) has been seen as a strong 
reason to oppose environmental interpretations of existing rights. However, the 
older conception of rights as emanating linearly from State to citizen does not 
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reflect the modern reality of a globalised world, where citizens in one country are 
affected by the actions of governments other than their own. Not only does the 
transboundary nature of environmental problems thus fail to protect States from 
culpability where human rights are violated in consequence, this characteristic of 
environmental issues actually creates expanded duties so that despite traditional 
theories of national sovereignty, modern States do have duties to citizens other 
than their own.  
 
The Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food discusses the necessity of this –
ethical and logical, if not yet legal – obligation below: 
―Although the primary responsibility to ensure human rights will always rest with the 
national Government, in the current climate of globalization and strong international 
interdependence, the national Government is not always able to protect its citizens 
from the impacts of decisions taken in other countries. All countries should therefore 
ensure that their policies do not contribute to human rights violations in other 
countries.‖389 
This idea of extraterritorial obligations has found support among the academic 
community, and it is increasingly recognised that ―obligations may be more than 
vertical within the jurisdiction of a state, or horizontal among states: they may be 
diagonal... there may be human rights obligations that concern the relationship 
between a state and individuals in another state‖.390The Office of the High 
Commissioner of Human Rights has recently agreed, stating that ―human rights 
law imposes extraterritorial duties‖.391It is easy to see how these obligations to 
foreign citizens may exist with regards to environmental management, since the 
ability of States to meet their human rights obligations is directly dependent on 
shared environmental resources – irresponsible irrigation practice upstream is not 
only a national concern, regards the breach of the requirement of sustainability 
under the right to food, but directly threatens the ability of those States 
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downstream to provide food and water to their citizens.
392
To use food as a further 
example, because of the heavy reliance on international trade to meet food 
requirements, even where a seemingly local environmental problem can have 
serious human rights repercussions if governments fail to deal with it; ―it is now 
increasingly true that actions taken by one Government may have negative 
impacts on the right to food of individuals living on other countries.‖393 
 
In light of this, the requirement to ‗respect, protect and fulfil‘ rights logicallyought 
to be expanded to include the environmental preconditions of rights not only 
domestically, but at an international level also. So, while states might have a 
minimum obligation not to create an environmental menace to neighbouring 
states, it could be argued that they also have an obligation to actively contribute to 
environmental management efforts internationally.Legal support for the 
imposition of obligations around international cooperation and assistance will be 
the focus of this final section of the Chapter. 
 
4.3.1 Technical Assistance 
 
The 1945 Charter of the United Nations states in Article 1 that the very purpose of 
the United Nations is to ―achieve international co-operation in solving 
international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian 
character‖,394 a category under which problems of the environment must clearly 
fall as per previous analysis in this paper.
395
 That the international community is 
expected to actively participate in this achievement is clear, as the Charter goes on 
to state that ―[a]ll members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in 
co-operation with the [UN] for the achievement of…‖396 amongst other 
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cooperative goals, ―solutions of international economic, social, health, and related 
problems‖.397 This requirement of international cooperation and assistance has 
since been incorporated into vast numbers of declarations on a hugely diverse 
range of issues, and its validity as a principle of international law is well 
established.
398
 In particular, the provision of scientific and technical assistance is 
now widely accepted as a requirement of membership of the United Nations, 
though the extent to which this obligation may be subsumed by other priorities is 
a matter of some debate.
399
 
 
Of particular interest for the purposes of this paper is the embodiment of this 
requirement in Article 2(1) the ICESCR, which states that as part of their 
requirement to progressively realise the rights contained in the Covenant, State 
parties must take the required steps both ―individually and through international 
assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical‖. The significance 
of this has been an expansion of the ‗available resources‘ limitation to include 
those resources available from the international community, so that an individual 
State‘s lack of resources is not in itself an excuse for violations of ICESCR rights, 
unless they have also tried and failed to secure assistance from the international 
community. For example, regarding the right to food the CESCR has said that ―a 
State claiming that it is unable to carry out its obligation for reasons beyond its 
control [...] has the burden of proving that [...] it has unsuccessfully sought to 
obtain international support to ensure the availability and accessibility of the 
necessary food‖ (General Comment 12, para. 17). It is as yet unclear how much of 
an effort is required when seeking assistance, for example, whether this 
requirement forces States to compromise certain policy strategies if that is a 
condition of assistance. It should be noted that this practice of conditionality has 
recently been condemned in a UN resolution which “Reaffirms that the promotion 
of international cooperation is a duty for States, and that it shall be implemented 
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without any conditionality, and on the basis of mutual respect, in full compliance 
with the principles and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations, in particular 
respect for the sovereignty of States, and taking into account national priorities‖ 
400 
In the context of this paper, a failure to address an environmental disaster 
which threatens, for example, the right to health, can be considered a violation of 
that right if the State in question has not dealt with it to the maximum of its 
available resources and sought outside assistance. There is thus a duty upon States 
to seek, and presumably, to accept international assistance.
401
 
 
The parameters of the duty to provide assistance are significantly less well-
defined. This duty has been described as an ‗imperfect obligation‘, ―addressed to 
anyone who is in a position to help and to which a certain amount of ambiguity 
will necessarily be attached‖.402 An unwillingness to accept binding obligations in 
respect to international assistance is reflected in the fact that even the CESCR 
does not adopt the language of obligation in discussing what is required of donor 
countries.
403
 While the Committee ―wishes to emphasize that… international 
cooperation for development and thus for the realization of economic, social and 
cultural rights is an obligation of all States‖, and further, one that is ―particularly 
incumbent upon those States which are in a position to assist others in this 
regard‖, nowhere is the specific content of this obligation set out. As such, while 
States do have a duty to assist those struggling to meet their human rights 
obligations, the exact nature, origin, and extent of that assistance is not legally 
prescribed: ―Treaties do not specify how much States should give, to whom, and 
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in what circumstances; nor have States developed operational principles that 
would enable them to negotiate transparently the contributions that each should 
make in specific cases.‖404That the situation is legally unsatisfactory is well 
recognised,
405
 but the difficulties attendant upon gaining a consensus as to binding 
commitments within a sovereign state system may be all too easily imagined: 
―[w]hile States acknowledge their general commitment to a just international 
order, they remain unwilling to say that their decisions to assist other States and 
societies abroad are more than elective. In general, they wish to retain their 
freedom and to choose when to assist and to determine what kind of assistance is 
to be offered. As long as this is so, international assistance will remain uneven and 
inadequate.‖406 
 
While the provisions surrounding international assistance must necessarily be 
made more concrete across the entire spectrum of human rights, it is arguable that 
the expansion of existing rights to incorporate the protection of their 
environmental preconditions offers a unique opportunity to introduce firmer 
parameters around assistance. For example, in affirming that States have an 
obligation as part of the right to food to (among other things) better regulate the 
use of fertilisers and pesticides, educate farmers on sustainable production 
methods, better regulate land and water use, and to promote biodiversity, a 
General Comment issued by the CESCR could also require that States provide 
assistance in complementary areas. Using the current example, this could mean 
assisting in the spread of less environmentally damaging pesticide technologies, in 
educational exchange programs, in resourcing and training public servants, or in 
rewarding conservation programmes and promoting the sharing of seeds and 
genetic resources. In this way, an expanded interpretation of existing rights could 
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provide a framework for the better definition of obligations around assistance in 
human rights law more generally. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
 
In this final Chapter, this paper has sought to outline the strategy by which an 
expanded concept of human rights law might best be achieved, in the process 
addressing some common objections to such an approach as well as an alternative 
tactic of creating a separate human right to the environment. The aim was to 
demonstrate that it is possible to create a legally blinding obligation upon States 
which requires them to address the environmental determinants of their human 
rights status. A further, more aspirational goal is to extend that obligation to 
include not just the ordinary general requirement of international cooperation and 
assistance, but to set more specific targets in the hope of demanding greater action 
and more firm commitments from donor States. That this is necessary stems not 
only from the presently undemanding legal requirement of assistance, but from 
the compelling reality of the interrelated nature of environmental problems. 
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"Mankind is a part of nature and life depends on the uninterrupted 
functioning of natural systems which ensure the supply of energy and 
nutrients”.407 
-  World Charter for Nature 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this conclusion I aim to draw each of the preceding chapters together to support 
the ultimate thesis of this paper – that it is not only logically necessary, but legally 
possible to adequately recognise the role of the environment in dictating to a large 
extent the ability of States to meet their obligations under international human 
rights law. That this can be achieved simply through exploiting the strengths of 
the existing law demonstrates the power of these instruments when they are 
permitted to realise their adaptive scope as living documents. 
 
In Chapter One I set out the relationship between the environment and human 
rights, demonstrating that it is essentially one of dependence, with the goods that 
we take to be fundamental to the human rights regime such as food, water, health, 
and even life itself reliant upon the environment being capable of producing and 
sustaining these. This point is pivotal to my thesis as a whole, as it is precisely 
because human rights are so vulnerable to environmental influences that the 
international community must take action to prevent the further degradation of 
planetary resources, lest the universal achievement of human rights goals slip 
further and further away from our grasp.  
 
Chapter Two described one route to preventing such an outcome: through the 
management of population growth. This approach formed one of the two 
pathways by which I argue that the existing law provides all the necessary legal 
tools for the resolution of environmental problems as they relate to human well-
being. In this instance, I argued that targeting resources and institutional 
capabilities towards the swift, universal realisation of the legal rights to 
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contraception, health, education, and gender equality, would have vast benefits in 
terms of reducing population growth and in turn the environmental pressures that 
threaten the ability of states to meet their human rights obligations in the future. It 
is hoped that this kind of human rights approach to the perceived population 
problem can allow a new dialogue to open up that recognises the advantages of a 
lower birth rate to both the individual and the international community, requiring 
as it does that the coercive tactics of previous experiments in population control 
be abandoned in favour of a strategy that simply empowers families to make their 
own decisions through the creation of facilitative conditions.  
 
Chapter Three set out to describe a second example of the existing law having the 
potential to neutralise environmental threats to human rights realisation. Here the 
rights to food, water, health, and life were all examined in their current state to 
determine the extent to which the protection of the environmental preconditions of 
these rights is a legally compelling duty. Ultimately, I was found that this duty 
was in all cases either non-existent or incomplete, with a few ill-defined 
requirements referring to the principles of sustainability and environmental 
hygiene providing the strongest recognition of the human rights – environment 
link. 
 
The inadequacy of this law was tackled in Chapter Four, which sought to explore 
the options for the future development of environmentally informed human rights. 
Here the arguments for the establishment of a new human right to the 
environment were addressed, ultimately concluding that this option, while 
rhetorically powerful, might not provide the best solution to the gaps in the legal 
regime. Rather, as in Chapter Two, the existing law once again provides us with 
the best opportunity to meet these needs, requiring only an expansion in the 
interpretation of the law rather than any new legal rule. 
 
The overall goal of this research was to explore the limits of international human 
rights law in terms of its capacity to address the challenge that escalating 
environmental destruction poses to human well-being. While the bleak picture 
painted by the statistics on habitat destruction, loss of arable land, biodiversity 
133 
 
depletion and other natural resource devastation may initially incline observers to 
conclude that radical measures are required from the international legal 
community to address such threats to human rights standards, in fact it seems that 
a far less drastic approach may provide the desired answers. The existing 
conventions permit for a two-pronged approach to be adopted, focusing on both 
population and consumption as key determinants of environmental security. In the 
first instance, through the targeted realisation of reproductively-influential rights; 
and in the second, through requiring states to limit not only their own activities, 
but also those of private actors wherever such behaviour threatens the 
environment to the point of a potential violation of human rights.  
 
It is my contention that these two approaches, if implemented, could provide the 
legal tools necessary to adequately address the threat which current trends of 
environmental degradation pose to the human rights regime. As has been 
discussed, a key advantage of utilising the existing law is that it permits for 
relatively swift action – a necessary condition of any approach that seeks to 
forestall ecological collapse and the attendant human rights disaster. While the 
above research is by no means a comprehensive plan of action, it is to be hoped 
that continued debate in this area will hasten the legal changes necessary to 
protect the environment in which the human rights struggle continues to be played 
out.  
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